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PROHIBITION AGAINST THE TRAINING OR SUP
PORT OF TERRORIS~' ORGANIZATIONS ACT OF 
1984 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 2, 1984 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 

OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE Jl;.TDICIARY, 
Washington, DC. 

The subcommittee met in room 2237, Rayburn House Office 
Building, at 9:30 a.m., Hon. Don Edwards (chairman of the subcom
mittee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Edwards and Sensenbrenner. 
Staff present: John A. Briley, counsel; and Phil Kiko, associate 

counsel. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Since 1978, this subcommittee has been involved 

in formulating and evaluating governmental responses to the 
threat of terrorism. 

Earlier this year we held hearings on the FBI's efforts in the 
area of domestic terrorism. Both the FBI director and the State De
partment's director for combating terrorism testified that our capa
bilities in that area were more than adequate to meet any poten
tial problems. In addition FBI Director Webster repeated these re
assurances during the hearings on the FBI authorization request 
for fiscal year 1985. Several members of the subcommittee took 
note of the accomplishments of the FBI in this area. 

The purpose of today's hearing-and of the hearing scheduled for 
next Tuesday I-is to examine the administration's proposal to pro
hibit the training, supporting, or inducing of terrorism by the ad
ministration in H.R. 5613. 

This measure has been advanced as a necessary response to the 
threat of international terrorist activities to the U.S. national 
security. 

Before introducing our first two witnesses, I recognize the 
gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Sensenbrenner. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. First 
of all, let me begin by asking that this hearing be broadcast by 
either still or live photography pursuant to committee rule 5. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, so ordered. 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Once again, the minority and the majority 

on this subcommittee approach a controversial subject from rather 

1 This hearing was canceled at the request of the Department of Justice. See additional materials. 

(1) 
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different perspectives. I view the majority approach to this subject 
as one of an ostrich; that international terrorism cannot strike in 
the United States because we have been lucky and that there has 
not ~ee~ a major incident involving international terroristic activi
ty wlthm o~r bor~ers. I do think that we can provide law enforce
ment agencIes WIth the tools to combat international terrorism 
which requ~res a considerable amount of intelligence gathered be
forehand wIthout throwing out these civil liberties and constitu
tional protections that our constitution gives to American citizens 
and those who happen to be within our borders even though they 
do not enjoy American citizenship. 

Il!- the last week or so, there have been two instances where in
telh~en~e has prevented suspected international terrorists from 
?Omlng In our country from abroad to disrupt the Olympic games 
In Los Angeles with a terroristic strike. There have been news re
ports that U.S. immigration authorities were able to prevent the 
entry of ~ gentleman who was .an Arn:enian as well as a gentleman 
of the ~V.hddle East from showmg up In Los Angeles to disrupt the 
OlymPIC games. 
. Finally, I think the record is replete with the number of interna

tIOnal terroristic strikes against U.S. embassies and diplomatic per
sonnel overseas to show tha~ this country ~oes pose a great target 
for those that do not apprecIate the Amencan way of life and the 
princip~es t~at o~r country stands for. The only way to prevent 
some.tI:ln&" lIke thIS f~oL? happening here together with the killing 
and InJunng and maImIng of many international people is by the 
Government ~o be prepared and for laws to be up to date. And 
frankly, I thInk that the Reagan administration has done this 
country a ~reat credit in raising this issue before it happens rather 
than afte~ It happ.en~. A;nd I would hope that the hearings that the 
sUbcomr;uttee maJonty IS arranging on this particular subject are 
no~ ~eslgn~d. to pooh-pooh the threat of international terrorism 
stI'lkln~ W:lthln ou~ borders but figuring out how we can better 
cope wIth It and I YIeld back the balance of my time. 

¥r. EDWARDS. Our witnesses are Mr. Jerry Berman, ACLU legis
latIve counsel, and Joseph Hassett, who is an attorney with Hogan 
& .Hart~on. Then after these two witnesses, we are going to have a 
thIrd wItness. 

Mr .. Berman has. been a frequent and helpful contributor to sub
commIttee proceedIngs. 1\11'. Hassett has been involved in a number 
of constitutional cases over the years and was counsel for the 
House . Comm~ttee on In~erstate and Foreign Commerce in a case 
regardmg natIOnal secunty wiretapping. 

.Gentlemen, we welcome you. Without objection your statements 
WIll be made a part of the record and you may proceed. 

[The complete statements follow:] 

TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH M. HASSETT AND JERRY J. BERMAN 

INTRODUCTION 

.Mr .. Chairr:tan and Members of the Committee, on behalf of the American Civil 
LIberties Uillon, yve,,0ank t~e. Commit~e~ for this opportunity to testify on H.R. 
5613 (S. 2626), a bIll :,0 prohIbIt the trammg, supporting, or inducing of terrorism", 
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and related draft bills. 1 As you know, the American Civil Liberties Union is a non
partisan organization of over 275,000 members dedicated to the defense and en
hancement of civil liberties guaranteed by the Bill of Rights. 

Our testimony focuses primarily on H.R. 5613, the Administration bill. Thereaf
ter, we also discuss two alternate bills which the Administration has circulated 
since introduction of H.R. 5613. Our analysis of the basic bill has equal application 
to these alternatives in all fundamental respects. 

Terrorism is a threat to the ordered liberty we cherish. Therefore, we would not 
oppose carefully drafted legislation designed to punish such aiding and abetting of 
terrorist acts as may not be covered under present law, such as the knowing provi
sion of services or training in the United States with the specific intent of aiding 
the commission of sabotage, bombings, or other terrorist acts outside the United 
States. Unfortunately, however, the instant bill is not designed. Instead, this bill 
would give the Secretary of State the sole discretion to outlaw support for certain 
countries, factions, or groups; and then make it a crime for Americans to support 
that country or group, even though their support may be directed to legitimate po
litical aims or aspirations of the country or group, involve support activities clearly 
protected by the First Amendment, and not be intended to aid or abet terrorist acts 
of force or violence. 

H.R. 5613 is clearly unconstitutional. It violates the fundamental principle of our 
constitutional law that a "blanket prohibition of association with a group having 
both legal and illegal aims", without requiring a showing of specific intent to fur
ther the unlawful aims of the group, is, as the Supreme Court said in Elfbrandt v. 
Russell, 384 U.s. 11 (1966), an unconstitutional infringement of "the cherished free
dom of association protected by the First Amendment .... " This principle has been 
appl\~d by the Court time and time again. See, e.g., NAACP v. Claiborne Hardware 
Co., 102 S. Ct. 3409, 3429 (1982); United States v. Robel, 389 U.S. 258 (1967); Aptheker 
v. Secretary of State, 378 U.S. 500 (1964); Scales v. United States, 367 U.S. 203, 229 
(1961); Noto v. United States, 364 U.S. 290 (1961). 

It is not difficult to illustrate the unacceptable consequences of the administra
tion's failure to follow the principle set forth in the Elfbrandt case in drafting H.R. 
5613. Under the present bill, for example: 

A clergyman might visit the leader of' an insurgent faction in a foreign country as 
to which the incumbent administration had prohibited support. Should the clergy
man be impressed with the grievances of the insurgents and agree to return to the 
United States to urge support for their cause, his doing so would violate the terms 
of the legislation. He would be acting in concert with a prohibited faction 
(§ 2331(a)(1».2 

An American lawyer who represented an alleged member of a designated group 
in a trial would be subject to the charge that he was acting in concert with or pro
viding a "support service" to a prohibited group «a)(1) and (2». 

An American who, on a paid or volunteer basis, wrote a propaganda tract for a 
designated faction would also run afoul of this bill (id'). 

Citizens sending money to aid the lawful political activities of a designated group 
could be charged with the crime of providing "support services" under this bill (id.). 

We believe that the administration intends that S. 2626 cover such situations, and 
that its purpose is to cover any assistance to a designated group, leaving to the 
courts the task of sorting out those particular cases in which application of the 
broad terms of the statute would violate the First Amendment by punishing protect
ed activity. 

The bill thus ig'nores the substantive axiom of First Amendment law that, as the 
Supreme Court said in NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415, 438 (1963) and repeated in 
United States v. Robel, 389 U.S. 258, 265 (1967), "[pJrecision of regulation must be 
the touchstone in an area so closely touching our most precious freedoms." It is not 
enough to say to American citizens that their most precious freedoms of political 
expression and association will be ultimately vindicated after indictment, disgrace, 
possible imprisonment, years of litigation and crushing expense. Instead, it is the 
responsibility of this body-one it has often nobly shouldered-to stand guard 
against legislation whose overbroad language chills First Amendment activity by in
discriminately establishing, as the Supreme Court said in Robel, "guilt by associa
tion alone, without any need to establish that an individual's association poses the 
threat feared by the Government in proscribing it." 389 U.S. at 258. 

1 We wish to acknowledge the assistance of Catherine James LaCroix, Steven P. Hollman and 
Emily Preyer in the preparation of this testimony. 

2 Subsequent parenthetical references are to paragraphs of § 2331. 
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If the threat feared here is the provision of technical assistance for the purpose of 
aiding terrorist acts, it is no great task to draft legislation that so provides, yet does 
not sweep within its ambit protected activity engaged in for wholly legitimate pur
poses, such as the activities of the clergyman, lawyer, author and contributor de
scribed above. This bill shuns that approach in favor of an overly broad definition of 
the offense. 

The definition of the offense 
The first step in defining the offense is the Secretary of State's determination 

that a group's "acts or likely acts of international terrorism" warrant a ban on sup
port by United States citizens. «d).) This determination may apply to three different 
kinds of groups: (1) the armed forces or any intelligence agency of a foreign govern
ment or the agents of that government's armed forces or intelligence agency «a)(I»; 
(2) a faction, which includes "any political party, body of insurgents, or other group 
which seeks to become the government of a foreign country through the threat or 
use of force of arms" «(j)(3»; or (3) an international terrorist group, a group which 
engages in acts of violence for political purposes outside the United States or in a 
way that transcends national boundaries «(j)(6». 3 

The second step is the prohibition against the following forms of support to the 
prohibited group: 

1. Any action "in concert with" the prohibited faction, group, or government 
agency «a)(I»; 

2. The provision of "training in any capacity" to the faction, group, or government 
agency «a)(2»; 

3. The provision of any "logistical, mechanical, maintenance, or similar support 
services" to the faction, group, or government agency «a)(3»; and 

4. The solicitation of any person to engage in any of the above-described activities 
«a)(4». 

This critical language-the language that must serve to distinguish legitimate po
litical activity from crime-is a coat of many colors. On the one hand, it contains 
words like "armed forces" and "logistical". soothing assurances that sound as 
though we are legislating against the aiding and abetting of terrorist activities. On 
the other hand, however, the prohibition against the providing of "any training" is 
so broad as to indict the most praiseworthy form of instruction. By divorcing the 
crime from any requirement that the criminal intend to aid or abet terrorist activi
ty, the statute would criminalize instruction, for example, in the principles of non
violence. Moreover, the definition of acting "in concert with" covers any joint action 
to bring about a common end, however laudable the shared goal. 

In sum, the drafter's injection of an occasional military term does not change the 
fact that this bill punishes association with the legal aims of a group, without any 
requirement of a showing of intent to fUrther other, unlawful activities of the group. 
Harvard Professor Abram Chayes' defense of Nicaragua in the World Court, for ex
ample, could be construed as an "act in concert with . . . the armed forces" of that 
country. If Nicaragua had been designated, he could be convicted of violating this 
statute without any showing of an intention to further the commission of terrorist 
acts. In sum, this legislation poses precisely the danger emphasized by the Supreme 
Court in Nota v. United States: "There is a danger that one in sympathy with the 
legitimate aims of . . . an organization, but not specifically intending to accomplish 
them by resort to violence, might be punished for his adherence to lawful and con
stitutionally protected. purposes, because of other and unprotected purposes which 
he does not necessarily share." 367 U.S. 290, 299-300 (1961). 

There are three very important reasons why the overbreadth of this statute is 
particularly dangerous: 
.1. As shown above, the statute sweeps so broadly that its terms prohibit the exer

CIse of fundamental freedoms of political speech, association and expressive con
duct.4 

3 Although it is not clear on the face of § 2331(a) and (b) that the prohibition runs against the 
entire faction and group, rather than only the armed forces or intelligence agency (or their 
agents) of such faction or group, a representative of the Department of Justice has advised us 
that the construction stated in the text is the one intended. 

4 See, e.g., Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.s. 1 (1976) (contributing money); Broadrick v. Oklahoma, 
413 U.S. 600 (1973) (political campaign activity); Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen v. Virginia 
State Bar, 377 U.s. 1 (1964) (railroad workers had first amendment right to advise injured work
ers to obtain legal services and to recommend specific attorneys) NAACP v. Button, 371 U.s. 415 
(1963) (first amendment protects "association for litigation" where the litigation is intended to 
reach political ends); Thornhill v. Alabama, 310 U.S. 88 (1940) (picketing). 
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2. Because of the FBI's authority to investigate criminal activity, the tremendous 
breadth of this statute's definition of a crime would authorize wholesale FBI investi
gation of political activity on a scale not hitherto envisioned. The scope of investiga
tion that would necessarily follow enactment of this bill would extend far beyond 
that which the FBI currently exercises with respect to suspected domestic or inter
national terrorist activities, activities that pose a more immediate threat of violence 
and injury to persons in the United States than the foreign acts of terrorism ad
dressed by this bill. Under the FBI's current guidelines, a domestic security/terror
ism investigation may be initiated only when there is a reasonable indication that 
persons are engaged in an enterprise for the purpose of furthering political or social 
goals wholly or in part through activities that involve force or violence and a viola
tion of the criminal laws of the United States. 5 FBI counter-terrorism guidelines are 
similarly focused on Americans suspected of acting on behalf of a foreign power and 
engaged in acts of force 01' violence designed to achieve political purposes. In sharp 
contrast to the present requirement of direct danger of criminal force or violence, 
this bill would open the way to wide-ranging investigation of political activities that 
are entirely peaceful and lawful. 

3. The instant bill is so overbroad as to be subject to the doctrine that it is "in
valid on its face". Under the law of the First Amendment, a penal statute is uncon
stitutional if it does not aim specifically at evils within the allowable area of state 
control, but instead ,sweeps within its ambit other activities that in ordinary circum
stances constitute an exercise of freedom of speech. Such a statute by its very exist
ence causes a continuous and pervasive chilling of all freedom of discussion thi3-t 
might reasonably be regarded as within its purview. Such overbreadth may enable 
an actual terrorist to evade conviction, because the argument that a statute is un
constitutionally overbroad may be raised as a defense by someone who engaged in 
activity that the government could lawfully have prohibited through a more nar
rowly drawn statute. Thornhill v. Alabama, 310 U.S. 88 (1940)' 

Accordingly, passage of the instant bill would both be dangerous to our protected 
liberties and ultimately self-defeating-if the goal is to deal with the problem of ter
rorism in a respon:Jible way-because it invites judicial invalidation. 

A word about the Secretary of State s conclusiue determinations 
The provision of the bill giving the Secretary of State broad discretion to make a 

conclusive determination as to which countries or factioas should be subject to the 
bill is, in effect, the grant of the power of censorship. Under this bill, the Secretary 
has descretion to prohibit domestic political activity in support of one country or 
faction, but permit support for another, although both are engaged in t~rrorism. 
The only standard is his subjective determination that "national security" or "for
eign relations" warrant" the ban in one case but not in the other. Such discretion
ary power to suppress speech ~s plainly unconstitutional. Cox v. Louisiana. 379 U.s. 
536, 557-558 (1965); see United States v. Robel. 389 U.S. 258, 281 (1967) (Brennan. J., 
concurring in result). 

Moreover, the conclusiveness of the Secretary's power conflicts with the funda
mental principle of due process that, in a criminal prosecution, the government is 
required to establish every element of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt, In Be 
Whzship, 897 U.S. 358 W170J, and presents difficult questions as to whether the legis
lation is a Bill of Attainder, see United States v. Brown, 381 U.S. 437 (1965). 

The designation provision is also likely to make the statute ineffective because in
dividuals could easily circumvent the Secretary's designation by forming a new 
group. 

All of these difficulties would evaporate if the offense were precisely defined in 
terms of aiding and abetting the commission of terrorist acts, an offense that can be 
straightforwardly applied across the board to all terrorists, without any need of des
ignation, a concept that is constitutionally flawed and suggests that there may be 
terrorism in the world which our country is prepared to favor or tolerate. 

Summar:v 
It is clear that H.R. 5G13 threatens activity protected by the First Amendment, 

both because its language sweeps too broadly and because its virtually standardless 
delegation of discretion to the Secretary of State carries with it a power to stifle 
dissent from the reigning foreign policy of the moment. Moreover, the bill contains 
a number of f1aws which threaten its effectiveness as a deterrent to international 

5 Section IILB.l.a .. Attorney General's Guidelines for DC1!1 P stic Security Investigations, Hear
ings Before Subcommittee OIl S('curity and Terrorism of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary. 
HHth Congress. 1st Session. 7(i (Ifl77). 

39-820 0 - 84 - ~ 
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terrorism. First, its overbreadth and its effort to make the Secretary's determina
tion conclusive in a criminal trial raise a substantial likelihood that any criminal 
conviction would be reversed on constitutional grounds. Second, new terrorist 
groups would not be designated, and thus not covered, and old ones could escape 
coverage by changing their names. 

The first alternate-the "Prohibition Against Services in Support of International 
Terrorism Act" 

The first Administration alternate draft surfaced on oJ une 8 at a hearing before 
the House Committee on Foreign Affairs. None of the fundamental defects of H.R. 
5613 is cured by this alternate: 

1. This bill continues to apply criminal penalties to innocent, protected activity 
that is not designed to aid or abet acts of terrorism. Although the bill eliminates its 
predecessor's reference to "acting in concert" with a foreign faction or group, it out
laws not merely "serving in", but serving "with" the armed forces or any intelli
gence agency of a designated foreign government. Given the bill's "finding" that 
"United States nationals ... should be prevented from placing their abilities and 
expertise at the disposal of foreign governments which engage in or support interna· 
tional terrorism", the prohibition against serving "with" the army or intelligence 
agency of a foreign government is broad enough to sweep up the clergyman who 
places his "abilities ... at the disposal" of foreign armed forces by urging U.S. citi
zens to lend political support to their cause. 

As with the prior bill, this bill fails to make the constitutionally-required distinc
tion between (a) use of the "abilities and expertise" of American citizens to engage 
in protected and laudable support for the permissible goals of foreign governments, 
and (b) use of American ability and expertise to aid and abet the carrying out of 
terrorist acts. No good reason has been advanced for ignoring this fundamental dis
tinction. By ignoring it, the bill inhibits protected domestic political activity. 

This fundamental defect is also reflected in the bill's prohibition against the pro
vision of "training" to any "agent" of the armed forces or intelligence agency of a 
foreign government. As the government recognizes,S training includes education. 
Thus the bill outlaws any educational activities, no matter how laudable or inno
cent, for the benefit of anyone who can be characterized as the agent of the armed 
forcee of a designated country. Similarly, the provision of nebulous "technical serv
ices"-no matter how innocent the services nor how benign the motive of the pro
vider-is made a crime. 

2. This first alternate bill adds window dressing, in the form of consultations and 
notifications, to the Secretary of State's discretion to designate those countries to 
which the Act applies. These consultations and notifications in no way limit the Sec
retary's discretion. It remains true that, despite the hypocritical recitation in Sec
tion 301(a)(2), "all acts of international terrorism are to be condemned", this bill 

(a) authorizes the Secretary of State to pick and choose those countries whose ter
rorism may be supported and those whose terrorism may not be supported; 

(b) does not outlaw the aiding and abetting of terrorism carried out by countries 
not designated by the Secretary of State; and 

(c) does outlaw innocent political, educational or financial support for the relief of 
real grievances in countries that the Secretary of State does designate. 

The second alternate-''Authority to Control Provision of Certain Services 
Since June 8 the Administration has circulated another draft-one so hastily pre

pared that the bill contains footnotes. It implicitly recognizes that the other bill~ 
suffer from lack of specificity, and proposes to solve the problem by giving the presi
dent carte blanche to fill in the blanks by "regulation"-any regulation, including, 
but by no means limited to, one requiring licenses. Under this bill, the President 
could license speeches favoring the governmen~ of South Africa, but deny licenses 
for speeches favoring the government of Nicaragua. 

If the Congress proposes to enact legislation that could impinge upon the right of 
Americans to engage in protected political activity, the Congress has the responsibil
ity to enact precisely dr.awn legislation that proscribes the provision of technical as
sistance for the purpose of aiding terrorist activity, but does not sweep within its 
ambit protected activity engaged in for wholly legitimate purposes. This fundamen
tal responsibility of the Congress is not satisfied by delegating wholesale authority 
to the President to "control by r€'gulation" as he sees fit. 

6 Testimony of representatives of the Department of Justice before the Subcommittee on Secu
rity and Terrorism of the Senate Judiciary Committee on S. 2626, June 5, 1984. 
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TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH M. HASSE1'T, ESQ., HOGAN & HARTSON, 
WASHINGTON, DCi AND JERRY BERMAN, LEGISLATIVE COUN
SEL, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, WASHINGTON, DC 

Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, 1\1r. Chairman, members of the commit
tee. The balance of our testimony will be presented by Mr. Hassett 
today. He's with the law firm of Hogan & Hartson and when this 
l~gislation came out we asked that law firm and Mr. Hassett par
tIcularly, because of his constitutional expertise, for an independ
e?t me~orandum on the constitutional issues raised by this legisla
tIon. HIS memorandum was so persuasive that this bill is a sweep
ing infringement or potentially sweeping infringement on first 
amendment liberties that we asked him to testify on this matter. 
Mr. Hassett was also counsel in the Chicago litigation which led to 
the enjoinment of the FBI domestic security guidelines in Chicago. 
So he is an expert in this area. So I turn over the balance to Mr. 
Hassett and then both of us will be prepared to answer questions 
at the conclusion of his presentation. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Very good. Mr. Hassett, welcome. 
Mr. HASSETT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. EDWARDS. You might use the live microlJhOlie that Mr. 

Berman used. 
Mr. HASSETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The gist of my remarks will be devoted to what I think is thE; 

demonstrable threat that this legislation does pose to political ex
pression, political speech in the United States. But before I get to 
that, I think it is worthwhile asking for a moment before we get to 
~he q.uestion of what harm might this do, what good would this leg
IslatIOn do? And I think that if I were privileged to sit in the shoes 
of me.mbers of this committee, I might begin by asking myself that 
questIOn. 

The bill by its title and by the statements made by its propo
~ents~ appears to be a bill to prohibit terrorism, the supporting or 
Inducmg of terrorism. That, we are told with considerable flourish, 
is w~at the bill would do. We are told that it is designed to fill a 
gap I~ the law that was noticed in the case of ":Nilson and Terpil, 
Amencans who gave technical assistance outside the United States 
to terrorist acts performed abroad. It was said that this bill would 
make criminal in the United States acts by U.s. nationals outside 
the United States designed to aid or abet-to induce as the title of 
the bill terrorism by terrorists outside our country. 

Now, it may be worth noting, first of all, that it does not purport 
to address the threat of terrorism occurring within this country. It 
is not claimed, as I understand it, by the proponents of the bill that 
there is a gap in our law with respect to terrorism occurring within 
the country or that this legislation is designed to address that. No, 
say the proponents. This bill is designed to prevent Americans 
from giving their military or technical aid to the carrying out of 
terrorist acts abroad. But the funny thing is this bill doesn't do 
that. If this bill were law today, it would not, by its own terms, 
apply to the most terrible case of terrorism and the most blatant 
aiding and abetting of that terrorism by citizens uf the United 
States. The reason for that is that this, bil~ doesn't outlaw the gen
eral aiding and abetting of terrorism. It outlaws only the aiding 
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and abetting of conduct by countries or factio~s or: groups. that 
have been designated by the Secretary of State, In hIS sole dIscre
tion, as being the kind of terrorist groups that shouldn't have the 
help of United States citizens. '. 

The bill creates a distinction between those terrorIst countrIes, 
factions, and groups to which U :S. aid an~ assist~nce is perfectly 
proper and those to which such . aId ,~nd ~ssIst~nce IS not proper. By 
doing this, we would create a sItuaLlon In whIch, s?-ould the Secre
tary fail for whatever reason-.and he need not gIve a reason-to 
designate some known terrOrIst group or cou:r:ttr~, that group 
would in effect have the seal of approval of the UnIted States-a 
seal-~ certific~te-saying that their brand of terrorism i~ OK; 
that Americans may with impunity aid and abet that kInd of 
terrorism. . 

So, for example, if one of those gr~ups-~ known terrOrIst 
group-were not, for whatever reason, desIgnated by the Secretary, 
were to blow up a department store in London, the glare of. the 
international press would properly bt3 on the fact that AmerIcan 
participation in that kind of activity was not. covered by our law 
because our authorities had chosen not to desIgnate that group as 
being in the group of terrorists who cou~d not receive .the ass~st
ance of Americans. And I may say that In all the testImony I ~e 
heard by the State Department and the Justice Department, Ip 
suvport of this bill, the one thing on which they've been clear IS 
their refusal to identify what countries, factions, or groups the.y 
would intend to put on the proscribed list. And I think that It 
doesn't take mu.ch imagination to conclude that there would be a 
number of known terrorist countries, factions, or groups, that 
would not be included on the list. Should their terrorist acts be .as
sisted by an American citizen, it would be ve.r~ ~lear that .assIst
ance by Americans took place without a prohIbItIon by t?-eIr own 
government. I think ~y creating that situation w~ would, In a very 
serious way, undermIne our own moral stance. WIth respect to ter
rorism and in that respect defeat what was SaId to be the purpose 
of the bill. 

Now, it's interesting to me, Mr. Chairman, ~h~t while on tJ:e one 
hand the bill would not cover clear cases of aIdIng and abettmg of 
terrorist acts by Americans, the bill, on the other hand, .~ould 
cover activity by Americar;s consisting of no more. t.han tradItIOnal 
political behavior such as giving a speech and wrItIn~ a. pamph~et 
or raising funds or giving food. The reason for that IS that on ItS 
face the bill, H.R. 5613, outlaws conduct is perfectly proper, ~awful 
conduct· conduct that is traditionally engaged in by persons In the 
United States as part of their free political activ~ty. Now it is I!ot 
unknown in our law,. of course, for the law to punIsh c~nduct whIch 
in itself is lawful but becomes unlawful only because ItS undertak
en with an intent to aid and abet the carrying out of unlawful con
duct by someone else. Driving an automobile. i~ perfectly l~wful 
conduct but when driven for the purpose of aIdIng and abetIng a 
getaway from a bank robbery, it becomes a c~i~e. But, ~ecu~iarly, 
this bill punishes lawful conduct without reqUIrIng a specIfic mtent 
by the actor to aid and abet the carrying out of someone else's un
lawful conduct. Instead, the way that this bill divides the criminal 
routine conduct from the noncriminal routine conduct, is not in 
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terms of the state of mind of the actor, but in terms of the ideology 
of the country or group that is said to be the beneficiary of the 
actors. And let me illustrate that. 

If I gave a speech on behalf of country X, or the cause of country 
X, and country X is not on the Secretary of State's list, then my 
conduct is perfectly lawful. But if I give a speech or raise funds or 
write a pamryhlet in support of the cause of country Y, and country 
Y happens t.:> be on the Secretary of State's list, then I have com
mitted a crime under this legislation. 

Now, that peculiarity obviously could be cured, and the moral 
ambiguity created by this two-tier system could be cured, simply by 
saying that whenever any American wherever in the world aids 
and abets the carrying out of terrorist activities, he's committed a 
crime. This legislation steers totally clear of that. In steering clear 
of that, they run smack up against the constitutionally settled 
principle that when a group has two purposes, at least two, only 
one of them unlawful, legislation may not constitutionally punish 
mere association with the gTOUp; but, it must instead require that 
the association be undertaken for the purpose of aiding and abet
ting the carrying out of the unlawful purpose. And the failure to 
heed that fundamental principle is at the core of what's wrong 
with this legislation. Were there not this principle we would be cre
ating a system of law in which the Secretary of State would have 
carte blanche to say that giving speeches, raising funds in support 
of country A or group A is a crime, but in support of country B or 
group B is not a crime. That type of control over normal political 
activity by U.s. citizens is, I think, the most serious kind of threat 
to the very way of life that we are trying to preserve in the face of 
the international terrorism in the world today. 

I don't think there is much of a case to be made for closing our 
eyes to the reality of that threat. And that is not what we are here 
to urge this body to do. But I think that dealing with that threat 
requires something more than gestures-particularly when the ges
ture could be as counter-productive as this one-when it could 
make it very clear to the world that there are forms of terrorism 
that we are prepared to tolerate or support and that terrori~m is 
unacceptable when it's done by the wrong people. I don't think 
that represents the true views of the American people and I don't 
think that should be enacted into law. 

On the other hand, enacting this law creates-and I think I've 
shown it in a way that's really unanswerable-it creates a tremen
dous power in the government of the United States to prohibit and 
to investigate perfectly lawful, normal political activity, and the 
whole basis for doing it rests on a failure to adhere to one of the 
very fundamental principles of our constitutional law, one that the 
country went through a great deal of turmoil through much of this 
century in order to establish as part of our constitutional law. I 
think it would be most unfortunate to lose sight of the wisdom that 
was so hard won. 

Thank you very much for permitting me to take up your time 
with these thoughts, and we'd be very happy to entertain any ques
tions. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you. Mr. Sensenbrenner. 

Q 
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Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Thank you, Mr. Hassett. Let me pose this 
hypothetical to you, starting out with a true premise. Earlier this 
year Jack Anderson reported that there was a faction i~ El.Salva
dol' that wanted to trail a U.s. Congressman from CalIfornIa and 
that faction was intimately associated with death squad activity in 
El Salvador. I happen to know that as a fact because I was on a 
trip to El Salvador with that U.s. Congressman and when we found 
out about it we went home. 

Now, let's say you and I disagree very violently with .that Con
gressman's political activities, his stand on Central Amel'lcan ques
tions and would like to defeat that Congressman in the next elec
tion which is our constitutional right as U.S. citizens. To defeat 
him: we give speeches against the Congressman; we. raise money 
against the Congressman; we print a pamphlet against the Con
gressman; and do all of the kinds of legitimate .political activi~ies 
that is recognized as part of the system. DUl'lng our campaIgn 
against that Congressman in the election, the nexus is made with 
the death squad group in El Salvador. And all of a sudden the 
things that we are doing dovetail in with some of the things they 
are plotting and scheming against that Congressman in El Salva
dor. And all of a sudden the Salvadorians come up to the United 
States; we meet with them; and, the Congressman is murdered. 

Don't you think that the Federal Government ought to be able to 
do something to put a stop to that before there is a Congressn:an 
that is actually shot within the United States as an act of politIcal 
terrorism by a foreign government? 

Mr. HASSETT. Absolutely. And I don't see that there's any inhibi
tion on that taking place right now. That's the whole point. I agree 
100 percent that if someone is engaged in what appears to be un
lawful conduct, the aiding and abetting of a murder, they ought to 
be investigated, tried, and if the facts justify it, convicted. No ques
tion about that. But on the other hand, because somebody in some 
foreign country takes a position on an issue that happens to dove
tail with a position that opponents of Congressman X happen to 
take, that is no justification for investigating or outlawing opposi
tion to Congressman X. So the dividing line that I think you and I 
both want to draw is that between activity which is engaged in for 
political purposes and activity which is engaged in to aid and abet 
the carrying out of a murder. 

Mr. SE:rJSENBRENNER. Well, I think there is a very clear distinc
tion. Legitimate political activity is protected under the present 
system and if this bill is passed. I don't know what the California 
firearms statutes are since I haven't lived in California for 19 years 
now. But I would assume that even if the Salvadorans come to the 
United States it is not illegal to stup them or to give them firearms 
which they might use for the purpose of political terrorism. And 
then that line, in my opinion, is breached. 

But what the American citizens are doing all along is absolutely 
legal under present law until after the fact when we have some
thing that is awful that strikes at the heart of our political system. 
I do think that Members of Congress not only have a right but an 
obligation to speak their minds on the issues of the day. 

And they shouldn't be murdered as a result of speaking their 
minds. 
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Mr. HASSETT. Well, I am in 100 percent agreement with that. But 
this bill doesn't have anything to do with selling arms to Salvador
ans. There is in existence in the United States today a law that 
makes it a crime to engage in a conspiracy for the purpose of mur
dering somebody, anybody. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. But say the Salvadorans don't say that. 
That what they're going to do. That you don't like the Congress
man I referred to. You've been trying to defeat him in the election 
and they may contact-they say, we're across the border. We want 
to buy a gun for our collection. We don't have the proper document 
to do it in California, so would you please do it. Then all of a 
sudden the political activity is the unwitting fling of political ter
rorist activity. 

Mr. HASSETT. It is very seldom that the perpetrators of crimes 
announce their criminal purpose. Criminal purpose, in any case, 
has to be proved by whatever the surrounding circumstances are. 
And one of the interesting things about this legislation is that it 
shows such a complete lack of trust in our American jury system 
that, to me, it's a very pessimistic development. 

The premise that seems to be behind your question is that, be
cause it might be difficult-because it's more difficult, because it 
requires extra effort-to prove the facts to an American jury as to 
what took place, the simple thing to do is to avoid all the effort of 
proving the facts as to what took place and just make it a crime to 
give any support to somebody whose ideology I don't like. 

The trouble with this bill is, that it is not directed to selling a 
gun to somebody for the purpose of carrying out an assassination. 

. The bill says you can't "Act in concert with" them. You can't give 
a speech in concert with them. 

Now when you say that distinction exists, it only exists in the 
law of today. This bill mars, overrides, trenches upon that distinc
tion. And I think that distinction is a fundamental one, and one 
that this House has a constitutional obligation to preserve. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Meanwhile, the Congressman lies dead, be
cause he had the guts to speak his mind on an emotional issue of 
foreign policy that touches the country, but obviously does not 
share the United States-well, factions of which do not share the 
American public's-view of what constitutional protections are. 

Mr. HASSETT. No, I disagree with you, with the greatest respect, 
but you are attributing activity which may take place in the world 
for a whole host of reasons to a particular bill which has nothing to 
do with that activity. There's already plenty of legislation on the 
books, giving our law enforcement official authoritl to investigate 
this type of activity in the United States, and I don t understand it 
to be claimed by the proponents of the bill that the situation that 
you described is something for which they need additional author
ity. If they do, then they should ask for it. But they're certainly not 
saying it. But it isn't this bill or the failure to have this bill that 
may cause somebody to die. I do think that it's unfair to attribute 
that kind of an event to this legislation. There is nothing in this 
legislation that would increase the ability of U.s. law enforcement 
officials to cL~al with the kind of situation that you described. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Well, I guess we're going to disagree. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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Mr. EDWARDS. Well, it appears to me that the purpose of this bill 
certainly doesn't have anything to do with terrorism within the 
United. States. It has to do with the frustration of the administra
tion with regard to terrorism elsewhere, and I am sure that we are 
all distressed with the plight of the hostages on the airplane today. 
But in our entire history, has there ever been a Federal criminal 
statute which, in essence would be,-or that is, similar to this one 
where apparently the Secretary of State can say that country X or 
group X is a terrorist nation and, therefore, if any American deals 
with this particular nation in some way, then this is a nonreviewa
ble finding that the nation is a terrorist nation? 

All right. What measure of proof does the Secretary of State 
have to have to make this declaration? 

Mr. HASSETT. Under the statute, Mr. Chairman, he needs no 
proof whatsoever. It is purely in his discretion, and that discretion 
is unreviewable. It's a funny thing-and I've attended-and when I 
haven't been able to attend, I have read the transcript of the testi
mony of the administration in support of this, and they seem to 
always approach it with blinders on, and they'll say simply, well, 
this kind of determination is not the kind that should be made by 
juries. And I would be the first to agree that, the way that the Sec
retary of State should carry out his normal day-to-day functions of 
deciding what our policy should be, is probably better done in some 
surroundings other than the examination and cross-examination of 
witnesses. But this is a bill creating a criminal penalty and calling 
for people to be tried in courts of law and to go to jail. And again, I 
think that one of the things that we have gone through a great 
deal of trouble in this country to create in our system, one of the 
things from which we've tried to protect our system from terrorists 
abroad, is a right to trial by jury. And it's fundamental that the 
due process right includes a right-of the defendant-to have the 
Government prove every element of the crime beyond a reasonable 
doubt. 

And this bill, of course, would undercut that--would be in odds 
with that. And it would not permit it, the defendant would need to 
prove that, in fact, the group that he aided was not one that was 
e,ngaged in terrorists acts or was not one that ought to be on the 
lIst. I addressed primarily the effect of the bill on political speech 
and association, but the bill also, I think, interferes with the crimi
nal trial in a completely impermissible way. And I don't know of 
any-there may be some case where it was tried, but at least I'm 
not aware of it-effort to take a fundamental fact issue of a 
murder prosecution away from a jury. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, would there be the inclination by the Secre
tary of State, whether Democrat or Republican, to use political 
judgment in making this decision? 

Mr. BERMAN. Well, there is an open invitation to do that, be
ca~se there's no binding definition of terrorist activity in the legis
latIOn. There's no clear guidance for the Secretary's determination. 
So that one administration could well put Nicaragua's government 
and the PLO on a list and designate the former as a terrorist gov
ernment and the latter as a terrorist faction. Another administra
tion could come along and say that, because of activity in the West 
Bank, that Israel belongs on the list, and therefore, any support to 
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Israel would be covered by this legislation or that any aid to South 
Africa would be covered, because it is a terrorist government. 
rrhere is no standard; it's an open invitation for political decision
makIng, because there is no binding neutral definition. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Would the chairman yield? 
Mr. EDWARDS. Sure. 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I think there is a definition. If you look at 

the analysis in the presidential message, it says: "The term 'inter
national terrorism' has the meaning given to it in section 101(c) of 
the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 (50 U.S.C. 
1801(c))." 

Mr. HASSETT. That's correct. The problem with the legislation 
comes from the fact that the Secretary of State has the discretion 
to decide which of those terrorist groups are covered. You could 
take a list of 50 admittedly terrorist groups, factions, or States. The 
statute would not apply across-the-board to those 50, but the stat
ute gives to the Secretary the discretion to choose which of those 
factions or groups would be the ones to which the statute applies. 
That's where there is free rein to the Secretary. And I think Mr. 
Berman would agree with me that there is a definition of terror
ism, although the definition of terrorism isn't one that's easy to 
apply. But going beyond that, the real problem created in this area 
of the statute is that the Secretary is free to choose those terrorist 
countries or groups which the U.S. citizens may support and those 
which they may not. 

So in the case you described with the Congressman, assuming 
that this bill applied to that kind of activity, it could so easily 
happen that the gunman tracking Congressman X was free to do so 
under this law, because he came from a group that the Secretary's 
list said was permissible, whereas the gunman tracking Congress
lnan Y would be covered by the statute. And that's the real gist of 
this designation part of the statute. It's a failure-it's a failure on 
the part of the proponents of this legislation to face up to the in
herent wrongfulness of shooting the Congressman but to punish 
shooting the Congressman, only when the gunman's ideology is not 
acceptable. That's what's wrong with this. It's the creation of this 
double standard of legislation. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Is there a constitutional problem here? Declaring 
another nation out of bounds, or a terrorist, comes very close to a 
declaration of a kind of war, which is reserved for the Congress to 
decide. Do you see any constitutional problem in the Secretary of 
State having this eminent power? 

Mr. HASSETT. I don't know that in my own mind it would raise a 
question, a constitutional dimension. Whether it's wise for him to 
have this power, I wonder. There is now a requirement in the Fen
wick amendment that the Secretary of State report to the Congress 
on countries, determined to be terrorist countries. Without having 
studied it, and speaking only off the top of my head, I'd be sur
prised if it would interfere with the war power. But it's a power 
that's so great and so potentially dangerous that it would make 
sense, I think, to a legislative body not to delegate it, unless there 
was good reason to do so, and here, I think, there's nothing but a 
bad reason for doing so. 
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Mr. EDWARDS. Has a similar law such as this ever been passed 
before in our history? Can you name one or two? 

Mr. HASSETT. Well, the legislation that purported to outlaw mere 
membership in the Communist Party, without regard to whether 
the membership in the party was for the purpose of advancing the 
unlawful goals of the party, is this kind of legislation. Sedition bills 
in the early federalist period of the country, which made it a crime 
to ~aye a particular point of view, were similar kinds of legislation. 
SedItIon laws, laws outlawing mere membership in a group, with
out regard to an attempt to carry out out any unlawful activity, 
have all been held to be fundamentally unconstitutional and total
ly at odds with our American way of life. And this statute is exact
ly the same kind of statute. 

Now we'll hear from the proponents of the bill. They'll say, oh, 
but look. Look, we're not that kind of people. And we don't mean 
to interfere with anybody's right to free speech, and therefore, we'd 
never apply it that way. Or if we did, the courts would stop us. But 
it's the responsibility of the Congress under the Constitution, to 
enact legislation that is constitutional, because should Congress 
pass this kind of a statute that on its face covers both protected 
political activity and unlawful activity, the statute has the effect of 
prohibiting people from engaging in a protected activity and it pre
vents them from exercising their political rights. And that is a fun
damental constitutional principle that this statute ignores. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you. Counsel? 
Mr. BRILEY. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. KIKO. H.R. 5613, in a June draft, I think, is intended to get 

at acts of the terrorism, before they occur. 
On page 1 of your testimony, you state, and I quote: 

We would not oppose carefully drafted legislation designed to punish such aiding 
and abetting of terrorist acts as may not be covered under present law such as the 
~mowing p.r~visi~m of servic~s .or training in the United States with'the specific 
mtent of aIdmg m the commlSSlOn of sabotage, bombings, or other terrorist acts outside the United States. 

Thus, I think that several aspects would be required. A specific 
act would have to be committed and the act would have to be a terrorist act. 

If applied to the definition-with this definition, how would you 
be able to prevent someone from aiding and giving services to ter
rorist groups before the act occurs? 

Mr. BERMAN. I presume that, first of all, that what we describe 
here would cover the Wilson & Terpil situation, which is the only 
example that the administration has come up with for the kind of 
~u~port activity they're trying to stop. The way you would prevent 
It, If there was a statute, presumably, the FBI would have investi
gative jurisdiction over this criminal activity, and if it had reasona
ble suspicion to believe that this crime was about to be commit
ted-they would engage in an investigation. It is the same as the 
enforcement of any other criminal statute. 

Mr. KIKO. What is your definition of "terrorist act" then? 
Mr. BERMAN. This gives me a chance to clarify my example. I do 

not mean that there was not a definition of terrorist act in the leg
islation. It's from the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. It's a 
narrow definition. I think it is a clear definition, and it's one that 
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could be applied in a statute such as this. But the trouble with it is, 
as I mentioned, while the definition is there, the Secretary, because 
his discretion is unreviewable, can ignore the definition. But the 
definition of any act of violence or force and violence intended to 
affect political behavior by intimidating the civilian population 
that's the definition in the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, 
and that is an adequate definition of terrorism. 

Our proposed legislation would criminalize aiding and abetting 
terrorism; namely, an act of violence, intended to intimidate the ci
vilian population anywhere in the world. That would not be cov
ered by the first amendment. It would be clearly a criminal viola
tion, and it raises no civil liberties. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Will the gentleman yield? 
Mr. Berman, what would you do about trying to cut off money 

that goes to the Provisional Wing of the Irish RepUblican Army, 
which I think is, by common consensus, a terrorist organization 
that operates in Northern Ireland, so great, in fact, that the late 
Cardinal Cooke refused to appear at a St. Patrick's Day parade be
cause the Provisional Wing of the IRA fundraiser was the grand 
marshal of the parade. 

Mr. BERMAN. Well, this is far closer to what the legislation is 
aiming at. But this bill does not deal with that situation that you 
discussed before. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I think it could, if the domestic political op
ponents of the Congressman got together with the foreign oppo
nents of the Congressman's policy. Now there is no evidence that 
that did take place in the case of that Congressman, but I am just 
wondering what you do to shut off the water of the American fund
raisers for the IRA. 

Mr. BERMAN. The problem there is that people give money for 
different reasons. Some think that they're supporting a political 
cause, and some think that they're supporting a lawful activity of 
the political wing, and that they have no intent or no knowledge 
that the money is being used for terrorist acts. They may even say, 
stop the terrorism. Let's win this, politically. 

This legislation would, in trying to cut off the money, would 
make it a crime for someone who is knowingly giving the money to 
build bombs, as well as for someone who is trying to support the 
legitimate organization. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Well, once the money goes over to Ireland 
or wherever it goes, how are we going to be able to audit the books 
of the Provisional Wing of the IRA to see if the restricted gifts are 
used for propaganda purposes rather than building bombs? 

Mr. BERMAN. We're not going to be able to. 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. There's no way to do it? 
Mr. BERMAN. And that's why we're going to put an American in 

jail-because of his inability to trace where that money went to
instead of going to a lawful political activity it went to a terrorist 
activity. But he'd be in jail for supporting something which was a 
lawful exercise of his free speech. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I would presume that this would be at least 
constructive knowledge, since the Secretary of State's list would be 
a public document? 
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Mr. BERMAN. It would cut off-it would make it a crime to pro
vide money. And this legislation could do it. But one would think it 
is unconstitutional. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. What you're saying is that a few more kids 
ought to be blown up in Northern Ireland) simply because we can't 
audit the books of the IRA, to see what goes for propaganda and 
what goes for bombs. 

Mr. HASSETT. No; that's not what we're saying. Let me point out 
why. The representatives of the State, of the Justice Department, 
when presented with this kind of hypothetical before the Senate 
JUdiciary Committee, took the position that this statute was not de
signed to cover the situation you describe. But I'm interested to 
take your hypothetical and apply it, because it shows what is so 
wrong with the legislation. 

As you apply it, the giving of funds to the IRA and the making of 
a speech favoring the cause of the IRA, however misguided that 
speech may be-and I for one feel particularly strongly the mis
guided nature of it, the making of a speech, and the giving of 
funds, although the giver intends to give the funds for the widow 
and the orphan of the dead gunman, are all crimes. Do we want to 
do that, make all of these things crimes, and the giving of speeches 
and money for anybody that the Secretary of State says are not en
titled to speeches and money. 

If we want to do that, if that's what you want to do, then this 
legislation is the way to do it. And I'm glad to see that you appreci
ate it, even though the proponents disclaim it. 

On the other hand, if one is to say, well, let's not punish just 
giving money to widows and orphans, but let's undertake the hard 
work of punishing, in those cases where money is given consciously 
with the intent of carrying out crime-actual crimes and violence, 
let's find the facts and prove it. Then we have to have a different 
kind of statute. And if you elect to have the latter statute and if in 
the interim-however much we don't hope it happens-sbmeone is 
killed, they won't be killed because the statute wasn't enacted. 
T~ose problems exist in the world. One of the things that's wrong 
WIth ~he promotion that goes on in support of this legislation is the 
creatIOn of the false impression that merely passing a law is going 
to solve these problems. 

Counsel asked, well, how are we going to stop something in ad
vance versus worrying about it after the bill? The answer to that 
is, by good, tough, hard policework, which is not glamorous and 
doesn't capture many headlines. But these things are done by hard 
w:?rk and people out in the world, and not-they are not the result 
?1 aomebody saying, because this bill is against terrorism, I am for 
It. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Well, you know, in the meantime, just be
cause some of t?e terrorist activities are lawful you're saying keep 
the money flowmg to the terrorists, even if 90 percent of their ac
tivities are clearly unlawful. 
. Mr. HASSETT. I'm not saying keep the money flowing to terror
IstS. ~ll ~'m saying is that I don't think it's any wiser or would be 
constItutIOnal .to send. somebody to jail for giving money to give 
food and clothIng to WIdows and orphans. And I think-and on the 
other hand, if somebody would sit down and do the hard work of 
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trying to trace who is doing what for what organi~ation and .how 
the funds are being used, they would be able to fInd those SItua
tions in which people were engaged in raising money for the pur
pose of aiding and abetting terrorism. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Well, you know, Mr. Berman is a very reg
ular witness before this subcommittee and I just remembered that 
when Director Webster of the FBI tried to approve the guidelines 
to get to the bottom of these things, the American Civil Liberties 
Union was before this subcommittee raising the roof. 

Now, every time there is an attempt to ~et at. t?e problems of 
international terrorism we see Mr. Berman s smIlIng face at the 
witness table raising all kinds of objection. N ow, when are we 
going to get some kind of constructive legislation that th~ ACI:U 
will bless to give law enforcement the tools to get at terrOrIst actIv
ity before it occurs? 

Maybe the Sun will rise in the west before that happens. 
Mr. BERMAN. Congressman, I think there is a constructive sug

gestion of how to draft carefully drafted legislation in this testimo
ny. I think that in discussing the Director's security guidelines, I 
think that I pointed out we've argued this before that the F~I ~ays 
itself that it's doing a far better job under the narrow CrImInal 
standards that exist today because of quality control and the focus 
in their investigations on real terrorists than they did in the early 
1970's when there were no guidelines and no restrictions on the 
FBI at all when they were investigating broadly. 

They sprea~ their net very wide and did -:ve9' l~ttle to prevent 
terrorist actiVIty. Today the number of terrOrIst InCIdents are do~n 
and the FBI says that it's managed to penetrate and t? .be effe~t~ve 
with real terrorist activity, staying clear of lawful polItIcal actIvIty 
and that-I think that that same balance is appropriate here. I 
think that if you sweep within this legislation protective political 
activity in order to try and do something about terrorism, I thin~ 
you will do little about terrorism but alter the fundamental constI-
tutional system that we're trying t.o protect.. , . 

So, I think that what we're lookmg for alSO-SInce you re lookIng 
for careful proposals from us-is some careful proI?osals from the 
administration. This was thrown out of the PreSIdent's door at 
Christmas at the end of the session without much explanation. 

I've listened to four hearings where the administration can only 
come up with one example of support activity that they're talki!lg 
about the WilsonlTerpil case. That's not much of a record to buIld 
for s~eeping legislation like this. So, I think that we've tried to be 
balanced. 

I think the administration should go back to the drawing boards 
and come up with some reasonable proposals on its own. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Well, the administration will testify next 
week. On this subcommittee, they always come last. 

Mr. HASSETT. I might just add, their coming last would give th~m 
the opportunity to indicate to the committee whether they're gomg 
to put the IRA on the list. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. OK. That question will be asked. 
Mr. EDWARDS. There are no further questions. We thank you. 
Mr. BERMAN. I have one further comment, Congressman. 
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In his testimony before the House Foreign Relations Committee, 
the Secretary of State was asked what support activity he wanted 
to reach and he said, we're trying to get a handle on that, how 
much support activities are going on in the United States. Lately, 
our office has received a number of statements from different 
groups-religious groups and other groups-who are sympathetic 
to the Nicaraguan regime, unsympathetic to the Government in El 
Salvador, who engage openly in propaganda activities saying we 
ought to stop the covert activity there. 

And, according to them-and I can't verify this, but I think it's 
something that the committee ought to pursue-these groups say 
they are being approached by FBI agents, asked where their funds 
are going to, whether they are engaged in any illegal activities and 
so forth. If they're engaged in an illegal activity that's one thing; 
but if they're engaged in mere political speech for and against for
eign policy against the United States, I think that deserves some 
scrutiny by the committee and it may also give some indication of 
who the administration would like to reach under this legislation. 

Hopefully, it's not that kind of activity. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you, Mr. Berman. Thank you, Hassett. We 

appreciate your testimony very much. 
Our last witness today is Mr. Charles Maechling, Jr., who is a 

senior associate with the Carnegie Endowment for International 
Peace. 

Mr. Maechling has a distinguished background as a lawyer, law 
professor, and as State Department head of what was then known 
as Counter-Insurgency. 

Mr. Maechling, we welcome you. Without objection, your state
ment will be made a part of the record and you may proceed. 

[The complete statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF CHARLES MAECHLING, JR. 

. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, my name is Charles Maech
bng, Jr. I am a Senior Fellow of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 
and dire~tor of th~ international. law and forei&n policy project. I appreciate this 
opport.umty to testlfy on such an Important and tImely subject. 

My ll?terest a;td policy experience in terrorism as a grisly phenomenon of contem
porary mtern!lt~onal .life dates back to the nineteen sixties. During the Kennedy and 
Johnson admImstratlOns I served as the counter-insurgency adviser in the office of 
the Secretary of State, holding the titles of Director of Internal Defense (in the 
office of Politico-Military Affairs) and Staff Director of the NSC Special Group 
(Counter-Insurgency). The latter was a cabinet-level coordinating group consisting of 
the Attorney General, Under Secretary of State, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and Director of Central Intelligence, among others. 

. Before addressin(5 th~ specific provisions of H.R. 5613, let me summarize my own 
Ylews ~bout terrorlsm m general and the terrorist threat to U.S. national security m partIcular. 

Without denigrating the abominable nature of terrorist crimes it seems to me 
that the terrorist threat to U.s. national security has been somewhat overdrawn. 
We have ha~ the. Puerto Rican FLN attacks on President Truman and the House of 
RepresentatIves ~n the past,. the Weathermen of the sixties, and bomb blasts by 
Cuban and CroatIan nab.onalIst groups, but nothing comparable to the Red Brigades 
of Italy, the Baader-Memhof gang .m .West Germany, or the periodic horrors in 
Israel. and Nor:thern Ireland. The prmclpal reason for the current eruption of high
level mter.e~t IS that th~ word. "terrorism" is being so loosely applied by govern
me~ts, polItIcal le~~ers, (mcludmg our own) and the media that it has become a ge
nenc term for polItIcal violence employed by enemies and adversaries-not merely 
Our Own but those of allies, friends and surrogates. As such, the term is rapidly 
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losing the precision it once had, and is now little more than a demagogic tool to 
berate revolutionary violence. 

Properly speaking terrorism is the sustained clandestine use of force to achieve a 
political purpose. By no means all political violence is terrorism. For example, the 
term is quite inappropriate for the suicide attacks of fanatical Moslems on U.s. and 
French military personnel housed in fortified bunkers in Beirut. This was a ~ar 
zone, teeming with heavily armed militias and sect!lrian gangs; and char~ctenzed 
by continuous irregular warfare and massacre. Nor IS the term really apphcab~e to 
attacks on U.S. or other military personnel assisting one side or another as adVIsers 
in civil war situations. The latter are no less belligerents than the armed forces 
they are serving. Nor can we say that political assassination-Abraham Lincoln, 
John F. Kennedy, Pope John Paul II-is necessarily terrorism absent a. sustained 
program to intimidate the population or force a change in government polIcy. 

The terrorist label loses all meaning when pinned on underground fighters 
against foreign occupation forces, as in the case of the Polish Home Army and 
French resistence movements of World War II (or even the old IRA of 1918-1922), or 
on every variation of insurgency or guerilla movement. This abuse of language only 
substantiates the cynical and fallacious maxim that one man's terrorist is another 
man's freedom fighter. When applied to Polisario guerrillas, Salvadoran i!lsurgen.ts, 
and Sikh religious militants the term becomes nothing but a cheap rhetoncal deVIce 
to malign an enemy. 

As a footnote let me add that the most flagrant clandestine killers of the twenth
ieth century have been governments-15,000 "disappearances" in Argentine, 40,000 
murdered civilians in El Salvador, and the same number in Guatemala and Uganda, 
to name only a few. The security forces of these countries can with some justice be 
called state terrorists. 

In my view, a tighter definition is nece~sary, not ?nly to neutrali.ze the harmful 
effects of inflammatory rhetoric, but to gIVe remedIal and preventlve. measures a 
sharper focus. The term terrorism should be confined to the clandestme ~d con
spiratorial use of violence for political purposes, and especially to !lcts of VIOlence 
against the civilian population in order to in.timidate the popu~atl(~n at large. It 
must be part of a deliberate program of coerCIOn, not merely epIsodIC outbu.rsts ?f 
savagery motivated by frustration or revenge. (l note that I am supported m tlllS 
concept by ex-CIA Director William Colby in his Op-Ed piece in the New York 
Times of July 8, 1984, attached, though I think he goes too far in excluding system
atic attacks on civilian officials.) 

The bill before us, H.R. 5613 reflects this confusion in terminology ~n the sense 
that its underlying premise is whatever broad definition of terrorism the Se.cre~a\y 
of State chooses to apply for the political purposes of the moment. If you WIll, It IS 
the typical case of the use of a sledge hammer to kill a gnat. The apparen~ purpose 
of the bill is to rectify gaps in the U.S. code that hampered the :prosecub~n of ex
CIA operative Edwin Wilson for furnishing equipment and s~ryI7es to LIbya .. Its 
target is Americans or U.S. residents who support terrorist actlvItles overseas WIth 
training, logistic support and or recruitment of personn~l. . 

My objection to the bill is not to its purpose, which IS laudable, and III a mode~t 
way necessary, but to its scope and language. In t~e first place, the target class IS 
statistically insignificant, even if one thro,%s in MIB;~i-based support~~s of qentral 
American death squads and Nicaraguan Contras. Support of polItlcal VIOlence 
overseas or indeed at home is not a typically American proclivity. The few cases 
that come to mind either involve disaffected ethnic or emigre groups not yet house
broken to American political values or the occasional mercenary or profiteer. 

H.R. 5613 casts a much wider net. The bill would authorize t~e Secr~tary of ~tate 
to in effect draw up a black list of foreign governments, factIOns or llltern.atlOnal 
terrorist groups based on his own unilateral ~ete!minat~on .. ~ny person conVIcted .of 
providing support or assistance to an orgamzatlOn or mdIvIdual on the black lIst 
would be subject to a prison term of up to 10 years and a fine of u~ ~o $10~,000. 

The first objectionable feature of the bill is the absence of tlght defimtlOn of mt~r
national terrorism or terrorist activity. Anyone with the slightest knowle~ge of hIS
tory knows that the United States (as well as other great po\yers) have .lllvanably 
justified minor military interventions in less developed coun~rles by playmg up the 
subversive or criminal nature of local resistance or revolutIonary groups and tag
ging them with a pejorative label. I~ the old da~s the cod.e ~?rd was "bandits"., as 
applied to Emilio Aguinaldo; and hIS followers ll~ the Ph~lhp~nes; .to Pancho VIlla 
(perhaps with justification) in Mexico;. to A~~UStlllO Sa~d~no m NICa~agua; and to 
long-forgotten insurgency movements m HaItI, the DomImcan .R,~publ~c, et,~. ~n the 
late 19th century the British called the followers of th~ Mahdl derv~shes (ImI?ly
ing religious fanaticism), and the French called the reslstance forces m Indo-Chma 
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"pirates." Today the code word for guerillas, insurgents and their supporters is "ter
rorists" -which is not to say that the real article does not exist. 

An even greater objection is the totally unacceptable discretionary mandate that 
the bill gives to the Secretary of State to make unilateral determinations as to 
which foreign governments, factions, or international terrorist groups go on the 
black list. The bill empowers to the Secretary to make these determinations not 
only on the basis of national security and threats to the "person, and property of a 
private entity of the United States" but also on the basis of "foreign relations." 
These determinations would apparently be unchallengeable by both Congress and 
the Courts. 

In combination, these two features give the executive branch entirely too much 
latitude. Of course we cannot expect our political leaders to tone down their rheto
ric in cases where there are threats of violence to U.S. citizens or property, and one 
must recognize that the terrorist threat exists. But this is a criminal statute where 
precise definitions are essential. The issue is whether American citizens should be 
exposed to prison sentences and fines every time an administrator chooses to get 
embroiled in the turmoil of the third world, exposes its personnel to the political 
violence and atrocities endemic to such regions, pins the terrorist label on whichev
er revolutionary movement, extremist factor or fanatical religious group has failed 
afoul of U.s. policy, and then lashes out at people engaged in commerce with the 
opposition. 

If enacted, H.R. 5613 would certainly be used against supporters of third world 
revolutionary movements far more than against supporters of bona fide conspirato
rial terrorism. The Secretary of State would have the power to make shipments of 
books, computers and food, and contracts for every kind of raw and manufactured 
goods (with the possible exceptions of medical supplies) a criminal offense if destined 
for any entity that in his sole judgment is a terrorists organization. His determina
tions, both as to the character of recipient countries and organizations and the pro
hibited categories of support, would be final and unchallengeable in the Courts. 

H.R. 5613 is the type of legislation that positively invites arbitrary interpretation 
and selective application to suit the pOlJtical biasses of the moment. I have no doubt 
that if it becomes law its vagueness of language combined with the latitude of dis
cretionary powers vested in the Secretary of State would soon make it unenforce
able in the Courts if not declared unconstitutional. Although hardly as baleful to 
our liberties as the old Alien and Sedition Laws, in its own small way it is just as 
objectionale-another example of legislative overreaction to revolutionary upheaval 
abroad, most of it none of our business. 

I see no present justification to burden the statute books with such an all embrac
ing law. Statistically, casualties resulting from terrorism in the civilized Western 
democracies have been minor compared to other classes of homicide, and absolutely 
insignificant compared to highway deaths. These is no class of terrorist crime or 
outrage that is not amply covered in state and federal criminal codes. Existing stat
utes in the munitions and export control field already serve most of the purposes of 
H.R. 5613 or could be amended to do so. H.R. 5613 is one trip that is not necessary. 

In conclusion, a few words on two draft bills that I understand the State Depart
ment has proposed as possible substitutes for H.R. 5613 but which apparently have 
no formal status. The first is an improvement on H.R. 5613 in that it narrows the 
class of prohibited recipient to the armed forces and intelligence services of "terror
ist" governments only, and provides for an elaborate joint determination and prior 
ratification procedure. Nevertheless, this version also contains the same open-ended 
definition of international terrorism. Despite the elaborate (and unnecessary) rigma
role of prior consultation it still empowers the executive branch to make unilateral 
determinations not challengeable in the courts. 

The second bill seems to do little more than subject the furnishing of training and 
supplies to the security forces of foreign governments to presidential license, when
ever such governments are officially declared to be implicated in "international ter
rorism." Without having researched the point my impression is that this authority 
either already exists in present export control legislation or could be provided for by 
a few trifling amendments. Again, the term "international terrorism" is not de
fined. This bill is not nearly as objectionable as the other two but has the doubtful 
merit of being even more superfluous. 
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[From the New York Times, July, 8, 1984] 

TAKING STEPS TO CONTAIN TERRORISM 

(By William E. Colby) 

WASHINGToN.-Terrorism is having yet another periodic revival as a major politi
cal issue. 

President Reagan and Secretary of State George P. Shultz have denounced state
supported terrorism and insisted at the economic summit meeting in London that 
the industrialized democracies collaborate better to bring this under control. Debate 
is raging over the implications of the Italian prosecutor's report on the attempted 
assassination of Pope John Paul II, v/hich implies that the Bulgarian Government, 
and perhaps even the Soviet Government, were behind the attack. A bill has been 
submitted to Congress that would impose criminal sanctions on Americans assisting 
or training terrorists identified by the Secretary of State. Behind these problems 
looms the nightmare of possible nuclear terrorism. 

Such concern is hardly new. We heard much the same unease and the same call 
for a definitive remedy after the Palestine Liberation Organization attack on the 
Munich Olympics in 1972, the Red Brigades' kidnapping and murder of the former 
Italian Prime Minister Aldo Moro in 1978, the attack by the Japanese Red Army at 
Lod Airport in Israel in 1972, and on back to concerns about the Bolsheviks in the 
1920's. None of this concern is unwarranted, but we should beware of undue alar
mism and unrealistic hopes for a comprehensive solution. 

In fact, the more grave the terrorist threat, the more certain it is that it will be 
suppressed before it causes serious disruption, threatening the state or the public 
order. Today, the Red Brigades are impotent, the Bader-Meinhoff gang, in West 
Germany, has been suppressed and the Japanese Red Army is hardly existent. The 
extensive terrorist actions in the 1960's by the Argentine Montoneros and the Ur
guayan Tupemaros were brutally but effectively suppressed by the military of those 
countries. India's crackdown on the Sikhs is the latest demonstration of a state's 
ability to crush such a threat to its authority. 

Besides, in most cases, the drama of terrorism grossly exaggerates its real effect. 
Thus, Irish Republican Army terrorism has made essentially no progress against 
British rule in Northern Ireland. Che Guevara's romanticism brought concern over 
possible mass insurgency in Latin America but little change in its political or social 
systems. Certainly, the Symbionese Liberation Army and the Weathermen had little 
effect upon the ordinary American citizen's life, compared to many social problems 
we tolerate with equanimity such as the 23,000 Americans who die each year from 
handgun misuse or the 25,000 killed by drunken drivers. 

What exactly is terrorism? It is a tactic of indiscriminate violence used against 
innocent bystanders for political effect-and it must be distinguished from the selec
tive use of violence against the symbols and institutions of a contested power, which 
is unfortunately a norm of international life. 

The difference is critically important: Without it, there is no way to distinguish 
"your" terrorist from "my" freedom-fighter or to differentiate aid to terrorists from 
covert support of friendly forces like the Nicaraguan contras, or counterrevolution
ary fighters. Aid to friendly guerrilla forces, from the American colonists to the Af
ghans today, is a regular part of the international contest, whereas the indiscrimi
nate use of violence can be denounced on a solid moral basis. 

We probably cannot eliminate terrorism, but we can take steps to contain it. In
telligence is the first arm of defense against the terrorist, identifying him, his cause 
and his supporters. Such intelligence can provide tips about general plans or specific 
tactics that can lead to the frustration or capture of the terrorist. Along with the 
careful accumulation and collation of data, it may often include exchanging infor
mation with other friendly nations and occasionally launching risky and difficult 
missions to infiltrate terrorist groups. 

This requires resources, but it also requires that the intelligence services not be 
hamstrung in thr;>ir operations by great public exposure or excessive legali~tic re
straints. Obviously, the innocent citizen must be protected from excessive govern
mental intrusion, but reasonable protection can be obtained by legislative and judi
cial supervision. 

The second major step to protect against terrorists involves security practices that 
make their task more difficult. The barriers around public buildings, the electronic 
screening of crowds, irregular schedules for multinational executives and effective 
police work can all be carried out with minimum inconveniences to the public but 
maximum deterrence against the would-be terrorist. 
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But finally-and this may be the most important rule for any governn:ent hoping 
to protect itself and its citizens from terrorists-success against terrOrlsm ~an be 
achieved only if the public supports "the effort. The difference between a. publIc that 
reports evidence of terrorists to the authorities, even at some perso~al r~sk, and one 
giving covert support or even cowed into silence, can mean the entIre dIfference be
tween success and failure. 

In this, international public opinion can also be enormously important. The inter
national rejection of the South American tactic of "disappearances" severely weak
ened those governments who practiced such abduction and arbitrary killing. The 
death squads in Central America have made it difficult for international friends to 
support the governments in some of those nations. 

Morever, the best way to insure public support is to insist that the rule. of law ~e 
fully applied in the fight against the terrorists. The French use of torture III Algena 
in the 1950's was widely repudiated by French public opinion, greatly undermining 
what had been a successful strategy against the National Front for Liberation. 

Why is the rule of law so important? The most successful tactic against the guer
rilla or terrorist is to recruit him, not shoot him. To do that, he must be confident 
that he will benefit from any amnesty that is offered and be subjected only to a 
coherent rule of law. The terrorist also must be turned from his belief that violence 
can advance a cause valuable to his compatriots by a demonstration that a better 
result lies in the programs and policies of a government determined to ameliorate 
the lot of its people and to treat even its enemies with justice, even if this must be 
stern in some cases. If terrorism is the indiscriminate use of force against innocent 
bystanders, it is clear that a government resisting terrorism must be discriminate in 
its use of force to insure the safety of its bystanders. 

[From the New YOl'k Times, June 27, 1984] 

WHAT TERRORISM Is AND ISN'T 

(By Charles Maechling, Jr.) 

WASHINGToN.-Bombings and kidnappings in Lebanon and gunfire from the 
Libyan Embassy in London have put terrorism back at the top of the international 
political agenda. At the summit meeting in London, Western heads of government 
issued a guarded statement of condemnation. President Reagan has asked 26 Feder
al departments and agencies for new counterterrorist options and has sent Congress 
a legislative package aimed at strengthening antiterrorist provisions in the Federal 
criminal code. 

All told, the latest spate of high-level attention may plug a few loop-holes but is 
not likely significantly to diminish the threat. For one thing, the security infra
structure to fight terrorism is in place and operational in most civilized countries. 
There is hardly a terrorist crime imaginable that is not well covered in the statute 
books. The real obstacle to effective containment of terrorism is the growth of its 
international dimension and its politicization by government leaders and the media 
through a broadening of the definition to encompass virtually all political violence. 

Properly speaking, terrorism is the sustained clandestine use of force to achieve a 
political purpose. But all political violence is not necessarily terrorism. The term is 
totally inappropriate to suicide attacks on military personnel in a war zone, as in 
the case of the Marine bunker in Beirut. Even political assassination mayor may 
not be a terrorist act, depending on the degree of commitment to a program of 
terror behind it. If extended to every variation of insurgency, armed rebellion and 
civil warfare, terrorism as a concept loses meaning and becomes a propaganda tool 
to stigmatize an enemy. 

This confusion in terminology does damage in several ways. Failure to discrimi
nate between the deliberate killing of civilians by terrorists and government death 
squads in order to intimidate a population, and resistance groups' clandestine para
military warfare against official and military targets, adds up to the (fallacious) 
maxim that one man's terrorist is another's freedom-fighter. 

By any definition, the Palestine Liberation Organization, Provisional Irish Repub
lican Army and Libyan "hit squads" are terrorists, but one can hardly apply the 
term to the Polish and French resistance movement of World War II. For the Indian 
Government to attach this label to Sikh extremists, and for the press to blindly 
parrot it, is a disservice to public understanding. 

The confusion also spills over to remedies. For example, the legislation proposed 
by President Reagan is off-target. Two of the bills would implement earlier treaties 
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on aircraft hijacking and hostage-taking. Another, much-publicized measure aimed 
at penalizing American citizens and residents who engage in "training, supporting 
or inducing" terrorist activities is almost certainly unconstitutional. 

Designed to rectify gaps in the law that hampered the prosecution of Edwin 
Wilson, a former Central Intelligence Agency operative, for furnishing equipment 
and services to Libya, this bill strikes at a statistically insignificant group while po
tentially penalizing a wide range of legally permissible activities. In authorizing the 
Secretary of State to embargo supplies and services to countries and organizations 
that support terrorism, it could make shipments of food, computers, books and medi
cal supplies a criminal offense. Logically applied, the prohibition would encompass 
not only obvious targets like Libya but also the contras of Nicaragua and, of course, 
Saudi Arabia and other Arab states that support the Palestine Liberation Organiza
tion. The bill's most objectionable feature is a grant of authority to the Secretary to 
make determinations unchallengeable in the courts. 

What is needed is not more indiscriminate application of the label "terrorist" and 
superfluous legislation but international cooperation in tracking terrorist conspir
acies and blocking the movement of terrorists across frontiers. 

The first requirement is better, more up-to-date intelligence through collaboration 
between national police forces. The second is tighter controls at airports and border
crossing points. In line with Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's proposal at the 
summit conference, the third should be an end to immunity for diplomats and em
bassy installations that depart from bona fide diplomacy, and an international boy
cott of official personnel implicated in terrorist activities. None of these goals can be 
achieved without international agreement based on a much sharper definition of 
what constitutes terrorism. 

Reaching a consensus will not be easy. But a start might exclude the predictable 
attacks common to civil war and anarchy since the beginning of history and concen
trate on conspiratorial attempts to export violence to stable, law-abiding communi
t~es. Even ideological adversaries should be able to agree that bombings, shootings 
and other outrages that put the lives of ordinary men, women and children at risk 
are common crimes that deserve the full measure of international retribution. 

TESTIMONY OF CHARLES MAECHLING, JR., SENIOR ASSOCIATE, 
CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE 

Mr. MAECHLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'll speak extempo
raneously from my statement. I appreciate the opportunity to testi
fy on such an important and timely subject. 

My interests and policy experience on the subject of terrorism as 
a grisly phenomenon of international life dates back to the 1960's. I 
was the counter-insurgency advisor in the Office of the Secretary of 
State during the Kennedy and Johnson administrations, holding 
the titles of Director for Internal Defense-I was in the Office of 
Political-Military Affairs-and Staff Director of the NSC Special 
Group that was chaired by Averell Harriman and was a Cabinet
level coordinating group set up by the President and consisting of 
the Under Secretary of State, Chairman of the Joint Chief of Staff, 
Director of Central Intelligence, and Attorney General Robert 
Kennedy. 

Before addressing the provisions of H.R. 5613, let me summarize 
my own views on terrorism in general and the terrorist threat in 
particular. 

The United States has been singularly and happily free from ter
rorism. We had the Puerto Rican FLN attacks on President 
Truman and the House of Representatives. We had the Weather
men of the 1960's. We've had these bomb blasts by Croatian and 
Cuban nationalist groups. I think one was in LaGuardia Airport. 
But we've had nothing comparable to the Red Brigades, nothing 
comparable to the Baader-Meinhof gang of West Germany and 
we've had of course, nothing comparable to the continuing turmoil 
and horro~ that goes on in Northern Irelandc now happily quieter 
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than it was before, or the occurrence in Israel-bomb blasts and so 
forth, the Lod Airport Massacre. 

One of the reasons for the current eruption of high-level interest 
is that the word terrorism is now getting to be too loosely applied 
by governments, political leaders-including our own-and by the 
media. It has become a generic term for the political violence em
ployed by enemies and adversaries-not merely our own that 
would be confusing enough but of our allies or surrogates. At times 
I often wonder whether this isn't just a demagogic tool to berate 
opponents. 

Terrorism does exl.st and I consider-and I think this is close to 
the definition in t1e Intelligence and Surveillance Act·,-that it is 
the sustained clandestille use of violence to achieve a political pur
pose. I don't think that all political violence is terrorism. I certain
ly do not think that political assassination is necessarily terrorism 
unless there is a sustained program of terror behind it. 

I don't think I could call the assassin John Wilkes Booth or the 
conspiracy that killed Lincoln a terrorist act. Even if one assumed 
that Mr. Oswald was politically motivated, I don't think that we 
would really think of him as a terrorist. We think of him as a polit
ical assassin. 

There are plenty of gray areas here. I think that the term is 
quite inappropriate incidentally for the suicide attack of the Mos
lems on the United States and French military bunkers in Beirut. 
That was a war zone. It was teeming with heavily armed militias; a 
scene of constant violence and massacre-wartime hostilities 
almost. 

I'm also doubtful if the term is really applicable to attacks on 
either United States or military advisors of other nations when 
they assist one side or another as advisors in a civil war. It seems 
to me that these people are no different than the headquarters 
staff, the colonels, the generals, who are not in the field fighting, 
whichever side they're on. 

And I think where it starts to lose all meaning is when you pin 
the terrorist label on the Polish Home Army in World War II or 
the French Resistance Movement or various guerilla or insurgence 
movements. 

I notice in the paper that the Indian Government has taken to 
calling the violence of Sikh militants "terrorism." Well, this is 
really nothing but a political device to malign an enemy when you 
engage in that. Certainly, these are revolutionaries. These are 
rebels. But is that what we mean by terrorism? I don't think so. 

I should add that the old code word if we remember the early 
20th century-was "bandits." Aguinaldo and his group of rebels 
were popularly called bandits by the U.s. Government at the time. 
When the French conquered Indochina-in the 1880's-they 
termed the opposition "black flag pirates." 

We also called Pancho Villa and various Mexicans revolutionar
ies "bandits" during the early part of the 20th century. I think 
probably with some justification in Villa's case. He was a bandit. 
The modern code word for this type of violence seems to be terror
ist, which is again not to say that the real article doesn't exist. 

So, I consider that a much tighter definition is needed. I think it 
should be defined as the clandestine and conspiratorial use of vio-
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lence for a political purpose, especially the act or violence against 
the civilian population in order to terrorize the population at large. 
And I note that I am supported in this concept by ex-CIA Director 
William Colby in his Op-Ed piece in The New York Times of July 
8, though I think he goes a bit too far. He seems to exclude system
atic attacks on civilian officials. I would not do that. 

Now, the bill before us, H.R. 5613, reflects this confusion in ter
~inology. I think it's a typical case of using a sledge hammer to 
kIll a gnat. It has apparently been proposed to rectify a gap in the 
U.S. Criminal Code that hampered the prosecution of the ex-CIA 
operative Edward Wilson, and its targets are Americans or U.S. 
residents who support terrorist activities overseas. 

My objection to the bill is not for its purpose, which I think is 
laudable and I think in a modest way necessary, but to its scope 
and language. I think first of all that the target class is statistically 
insignificant. Americans are not prone to support political violence 
either at home or abroad unless you take into account ethnic 
groups who, in my view, are not politically housebroken to Ameri
can political values. One could throw in the Miami-based support
ers of Central American death squads and Nicaraguan "Contras" 
but I doubt if this was the purpose of the Administration. 

H.R. 5613 casts a much wider net. It authorizes the Secretary of 
State to draw up a black list of foreign governments, factions, or 
international terrorist groups based on his own unilateral determi
nation. Any person convicted of providing support or assistance to 
such an organization or an individual would be subject to very 
heavy criminal penalties. 

I think that the first objectionable feature is the absence of a 
tight definition of international terrorism or terrorist activity. 
Anyone with the slightest knowledge of history knows that the 
United States and other countries invariably do justify their inter
ventions by playing up the subversive or criminal nature of local 
resistance or revolutionary groups. 

I have already described the code words that were used in the 
past and the code words that are being used in the present time 
period. I think an even greater objection is the unacceptable discre
tionary mandate that the bill gives to the Secretary of State to 
make unilateral determinations. It empowers the Secretary to 
make determinations not only on the basis of national security and 
threats to the person and property of a private entity of the United 
States, but also on the basis of foreign relations. And as far as I 
can make out, these determinations would be unchallengeable by 
Congress and the courts. 

It seems to me that the two features together-and you have to 
take them together-give the executive branch too much latitude. I 
don't think we can expect our political leaders to tone down their 
rhetoric in cases where there are threats overseas to U.S. citizens 
or property and a real terrorist threat does exist. 

But the terrorist threat that we're speaking of is basicall;v a 
criminal threat. If you accept my definition, in most cases it s a 
threat that's really outside the scope of the United States' ability 
to do anything, and certainly outside the scope of its legal jurisdic
tion, I'm troubled by the fact that this gives the executive branch a 
good deal of latitude to pin the terrorist label on whichever revolu-
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tionary movement, extremist faction, or fan~tical religious gr~)Up 
that has fallen afoul of U.S. policy, and then It more or less oblIges 
the administration to lash out in opposition. 

I think that H.R. 5613 would certainly be used against supporters 
of third world ~evolutionary movements far more than against sup
porters of bona fide conspir,atorial terrorism. I ~on't know. what is 
included by support. I don t know whether thIS support mclu~es 
shipment of books, computers, food, or eyen supply contract~ ~Ith 
the offending government, or, whether It makes those a crImmal 
offense. 

The problem here is a unilateral d~termination by the Secr.etar.y 
that appears to be not challengeable In any other forum. I thmk It 
is the type of legislation that more or less invites arbitrary inter
pretation and selective application to suit the political biasses of 
the moment. 

I don't incidentally think that this is threat to our civil liberties. 
But I do think that the language is so vague, that is so susceptible 
to what you want it to mean-kind of an empty vessel-that any 
prosecution would be thrown out by the courts on one ground or 
another, either because of the vagueness of the indictment or the 
fact that the evidence didn't meet the indictment or because it's 
indeed unconstitutional. 

Frankly, I don't see any justification to burden the statute books 
with this kind of a law. I don't think that this is the solution to 
terrorism. I think that from a domestic standpoint (which I would 
clearly distinguish from the foreign aspect of terrorism) the FBI 
seems to have the matter well in hand through the one major tool 
that has proved effective not only by the U.s. Government but by 
foreign intelligence services and that is penetration and the use of 
informers. Without these two elements no law enforcement agen
cies can do other than dissipate its efforts across such a wide spec
trum that it would not be effective. 

I will comment very briefly on two draft bills that I understand 
the State Department has proposed as possible substitutes. I think 
the first is an improvement on H.R. 5613 in that it narrows the 
class of prohibited recipients to the armed forces and intelligence 
services of "terrorist" governments only and that at least is a bene
fit. 

But, obviously, the number of covers that would be used by a for
eign government would be so manifold and so everchanging that I 
doubt that this would be a particularly effective definition. The bill 
also contains such a wide and open-ended definition of internation
al terrorism that once again you run into the same problem of the 
executive branch using wide latitude to describe any revolutionary 
insurgency movement or fanatic religious group that engages in 
terrorist activity as "terrorist" although that may not be its prime 
purpose. 

The second bill-that's a three page bill-seems to me does not 
do much more than subject the furnishing of training and supplies 
to the security forces of foreign government to a formal presiden
tial license. I haven't really researched the point, but my impres
sion is that this authority either exists in present export control 
legislation or could be provided for by a few trifling amend men ts. 
And, once again, international terrorism is not defined. 
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The Congressman who just left asked, of course, the usual ques
tion. Well, what do you want to do about it? How can you prevent 
people over here from sending funds to the IRA? Well, the answer 
is they don't send funds to the IRA. They send it to what I believe 
is known as the Northern Ireland Relief Association, N oraid, . OF 
some such organization and this actually has a r~asoi1abl~ le~1b
mate history. It dates all the way back to th.e relIef or~anlzatIOns 
that were formed by the earlier IRA under: MIchael Collms and the 
fund raising activities that were engaged In by De Valera when he 
was in the United States just before the outbreak of the really 
severe part of the troubles in the 192Q's. . 

This has been going on for some tIme. The channelIng. of. funds 
for illegitimate purposes is a difficult thing to control wIthIn. the 
United States. I find it incredible that anybody here would. bel~eve 
that in this day and age with the number of co.ver organlzatI?n.s 
that exist secret bank accounts, constantly changmg names, defInI
tion changes, and personnel changes of terrori~t groups, that one 
could possibly exercise control on a local baSIS of what goes 011 

overseas. . . 
I think that the answer to international terrOrIsm IS really two

fold. One is, again, intelligence, and, the se?on~ i~ much stronger 
border controls, record keeping, and attemp~Ing to p'6oze ~he J.'!love: 
ments of terrorists. And I don't see that tlllS reqUIres legIslatIOn. 1 
think that the structure for this is already in place in the CIA and 
the intelligence organizations of advanced Western industrial coun
tries. 

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. . 
Mr. EDWARDS. Well, thank you very much, Mr. MaechlIng. Your 

work for R great number of years has been very scholarly and very 
helpful. .. . 

This su.bcommittee has been studYIng terrorISm-ChIefly domes
tic terrorism-since 1980 or before then, and we have trIed to con
centrate on the roots of terrorism so that we could learn more and 
advise Congress more about what happens in a countr'y when y~u 
have native terrorism activities take root and flower lII.r-e they dId 
in Germany for a considerable amount of time. And I gue~s. we 
found there were two kinds: one from external ~ources-~e~~gIOus 
groups, political groups, et cetera f!om ~uerto RIco, from Jall, and 
other prejudiced groups-that consIst of Just a v~ry few; and, then 
the kind that are indigenous. You have mentIOned the Baader
Meinhof gang and the death squads in Europe that d~dn't have 
roots outside of the country. They grew up out of certam frustra
tions and certain conflicts within the c?untry themsel~es. And 
what we tried to show I guess th.e conclusIOI?- we ~ame to In one of 
the revorts we issued-was that In a domestIc SOCIety where youn,g 
people s aspirations are generally respected, and where you d?n t 
allow these conflicts and high emotions to take root. and grow In.to 
your own country, then this domestic type of terrOrIsm can be dIS~ 
couraged. . . d I thO k th However, this is an entirely differen~ sItuatIO:r;t, an I~ e 
United States is an example, as you pOln.ted out In your t~sbmony, 
that we have very little domestic terrorIsIl}. Ver~, -yery lIttl~ as a 
matter of fact. We keep track of the F~I s . statIstIcs, and It has 
gone down in the last few years from 100 InCIdents a year to some-
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where around 35 or 40 last year. The FBI is doing a good job in 
trying to continue their good work, and they are doing. go~d work. 

But this is entirely aimed at terrorism-a lot of It am1;ed at 
Americans-in different parts of the world, and we are trYIng to 
resolve it by actions here. 

Mr. MAECHLING. May I comment? 
Mr. EDWARDS. Go ahead. 
Mr. MAECHLING. I think that there is an assumption of a linkage 

here that perhaps is really quite weak. If you are trying to pr.otect 
Americans abroad, I find very little evidence that the Amencans 
abroad who are threatened are in any way being threatened as a 
result of funds or support emanating from the United States. There 
doesn't seem to me to be much of a connection there. 

Frankly, Mr. Chairman, I think that the administr~tion wanted 
to do something about terrorism and had tucked away In a package 
of four or five bills some perfectly useful legislation that was of a 
rather technical nature, this bill being one of them, that was de
signed to get at certain gaps in the "Terpil/Wilson" prosecution. 
This bill was then advanced with much a more ambitious and, so to 
speak, highly publicized programming. But I think it is off the 
target. 

The State Department's concerns are with its embassies and its 
personnel abroad who have been the subject of attacks and even 
assassinations, such as the U.s. Navy Attache in Greece and the 
political counselor kidnapped in Beirut. I don't think there is any 
solution as regards so-called terrorism in a non-nation where the 
whole atmosphere is terrorism and we are in there with other for
eigners. I am therefore not speaking about the attack Dn the 
Marine bunker, which I think was part of outright hostilities. I am 
speaking of the U.S. embassy that was bombed, and also the case 
when our Ambassador Frank Meloy was assassinated 6 or 8 years 
ago. 

Mr. EDWARDS. How about the taking of our hostages in Iran? 
Was that terrorism? 

Mr. MAECHLING. I think that was just irresponsible foreign 
action by an armed mob employed or stimulated-egged on-by a 
fanatical nonwestern government. It is absolutely contrary to inter
national law. But I don't think that is what we are talking about. I 
think what we are talking about is the terrorism that originated in 
the nineteenth century such as the attacks in Russia when they 
threw bombs and blew up Alexander II, anarchist programs by fa
natical political groups in advanced societies designed to destabilize 
and throw "off base' the political structure or perhaps to achieve 
some visionary political end. 

Basically we are talking about political conspiracies, and I think 
that that is the instinctive reaction of the people when they think 
about terrorism. Unfortunately by now of course the term has 
gotten so broadly used that we forget what it really means. In 
other words, I am dubious about the connection of this legislation 
the professed aim of the State DepF,lrtment in trying to protect its 
people overseas. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, we are very concerned over the plight of the 
day-to-day embassy employees overseas. It is a difficult position, as 
anyone who has visited India recently will understand. They live a 
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life that at leas~ has a great deal of action, much more perilous 
than you and I lIve on. a day-to-day basis, and the work that police 
do on a day-to-day b?-SlS to protect the embassy and the American 
personnel has been Improved enormously. But it is still I assure 
you, only a third of the way. ' 

you could. go to an embassy in the Far East and there will be 
dnveways WIthout any real protection at all right to the embassy 
where trucks could go up and everything else. ' 

J\'!.r. MAECHLING. Now, these are basically defensive measures, se
c,unty measures to protect personnel. I would assume that an effec
tIve antiterrorist program would go much further and would at
tempt to prevent the tragedy before it occurred. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Would it be in cooperation with the governments? 
J\'!.r. MAECHL~NG. It would have to be in cooperation with the in

tellIgence serVIces of other governments. And this gets politically 
so eomplex. I mean you have countries like Argentina-to a large 
extent EI Salvador-where you have state terrorism. You have 
g~ngs fr~m the security forces out at night in government cars 
WIthout lIcense plates who are deliberately engaged in intimidating 
the population for a political purpose. 

In one country in Latin America (Guatemala) the people who are 
attacked and k!lled by these gangs are not what the government 
says. are terrons~s. They are legitimate politicians of a most inof
fenslVe and nonvlOl~nt type who, if they were to reach power legiti
mately would copstItute a threat to the dictatorship or the military 
government, so If we have to work with these intelligence services, 
wh.y, we wo.uld .have .to watch o~r step. We would become implicat
ed In organ~zatlOns lI.ke the WhIte Hand of Guatemala which is ap
parently stIll operatIng and responsible for thousands of civilian 
deaths. 

Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you. 
Counsel, do you want to ask a question? 
Mr. KIKO. Yes. 

. On pag.e 4 of your tes~im~ny you state: "My objection to the bill 
IS not to Its purpose, whIch IS laudable and in a modest way neces
sary,. b,lft to its. scope and language:" An~ then on page 7 and 8 you 
state. There IS. no class of terronst cnme or outrage that is not 
ampl.y covered II?- .State and Federal criminal codes. Existing stat
utes In the mUlutlOns and export control field already serve most 
of the purposes of H.R. 5613 or could be amended to do so." 

These seem to be contradictory statements. How do you reconcile 
them? 
. Mr. MA~CH~ING . .r think they are contradictory. I think you are 

nght. I thmk 111 thIS sentence on page 7 I shouldn't have said "not 
amply ?overed." There should be the exception for the apparent 
lacuna In the statutes that has moved the executive branch to try 
to fill the gap. 

Mr. KIKO. Do you think that there is a gap? You stated "in a 
modest way." 

. Iy.1r. MAECHLING. Yes. From my study of it, I think there is a le
gItImate gap. But as I said to the chairman, I don't think it goes to 
~he. pr.oblem. In other worqs, I think that t~e target a statistically 
InSIgnIficant group-Amencans or U.S. reSIdents that make it a 
practice to support terrorism overseas. 

(. 
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Second, I think that if that support, such as it is, were with
drawn, the terrorism in question' wouldn't abate one iota. 

Mr. KIKO. Well, "in a modest way necessary," what would you 
propose? That is what your statement was, "in a modest way neces
sary to legislation." 

Mr. MAECHLING. Well, I said that if both the executive branch 
and the legislative branch agreed that some measures, to fill this 
gap are necessary, then I think one could tinker with 5613 by in
cluding a much tighter definition of terrorism and making the de
terminations of the Secretary of State subject to challenge in the 
courts both as to the class of countries, organizations, entities that 
find themselves on a black list at any given period of time and the 
class or category of offending support that is objected to. 

Mr. KIKO. So would you amend the current statutory definition 
of the current law of terrorism, I guess, because of what your defi
nition of terrorism is? 

Mr. MAECHLING. Well, in general I feel that in terms of the 
stated purpose of this legislation this is a trip that is not necessary. 
Much of this could be achieved through an amendment of the 
Criminal Code to tighten up the lacuna resulting from the "Terpil 
Wilson" prosecution after being thoroughly investigated by the 
Justice Department. The definitions need to be tightened up and 
the Secretary of State deprived of his unilateral mandates. 

Mr. KIKO. I have no further questions. 
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Maechling. 
Next Tuesday, August 7, we are going to hear from the State De

partment and from the Department of Justice. 
The subcommittee is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m. the subcommittee was adjourned, to 

reconvene on Tuesday, August 7, 1984.] 

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, 

Washington, DC, August 6, 1984· 
Hon. DON EDWARDS, 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights, Committee on the Judi

ciary, House of Representatives, Washington, DC 
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is to express appreciation for your agreement to our 

request for a postponement in your scheduled August 7 hearing on H.R. 5613 relat
ing to assistance to terrorist groups or nations supporting terrorist groups. 

As you know, we believe that there is a serious gap in the law which makes it 
impossible to ex~rcise any significant control over services to terrorist organizations. 
Although H.R. 5613 reflects our view as to a method of remedying this problem, it 
has become clear to all concerned that substantial adjustments will be necessary 
before such legislation can be enacted. Moreover, our efforts in recent weeks to de
velop a consensus in this area have demonstrated that it may be some time before a 
workable alternative to H.R. 5613 can be developed. We have concluded, therefore, 
that it would not be productive to have further hearings on this issue during the 
few weeks remaining in this Congress. Rather, we believe that it is preferable to 
begin anew early in the next Congress in an effort to address the problem that all of 
us seek to remedy. 

We appreciate your willingness to consider H.R. 5613 and hope that we can 
submit a revised proposal to you early next year for your consideration. In the 
meantime, we stand ready to brief you and other Members of the Subcommittee or 
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i;:J~.concerning our continuing efforts to arrive at a consensus on this very difficult 

Sincerely, 
ROBERT A. MCCONNELL 
Assistant Attorney Ge,{eral. 

U.s. DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
Washington, DC, October 19, i984. 

Hon. DON EDWARDS, 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Civil Constitutional Rights, House of Representatives 
· DE,,\R MR. qHA!RMAN: Thank you for your letter of August 15th to the Secretar 
m whIch you mVlted the Department to submit statements and materials which th~ 
De~rtment was prepared to present to the Subcommittee at the hearing scheduled 
on., ugust 7.th but postponed at the request of the Department of Justice 
· Elnc~ose~ Isha copy of the prepared testimony of Ambassador Robert 1\1: Sayre for 
mc USIOn m t e record. . 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure. 

ROBERT F. TURNER, 
. . Acting Assistant Secretary, 

LegLSlatwe and Intergovernmental Affairs. 

STATEMENT OF' AMBASSADOR ROBERT M. SAYRE 

Mr .. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, terrorism has been a growin rob 
~em ~mce ~9~8 w~en our.AmbassadC?r to Guatemala was assassinated. Terrori~t~nci~ 

en. re!lc.e a p ate.au m number m 1979. The number of recorded attacks has not 
var~ed sIgmfic~ntly smc~ then. In 1983 there were more than 500 attacks b inter
natIOnal t~rrorIsts ?f whIch more than 200 were against the United States. This was 
~hly the tIp of the Iceberg because there were at least as many threats and hoaxes 
t e~~ ire a cheap way to create an atmosphere of fear and they also absorb a sub~ 

s ~n Ia am?unt of ~ur .resources a& well as those of the host governments Be ond 
t1IS are

h 
nadtIonal or mdIgenous terrorist ac.tivities which probably exceed by a f:ctor 

o on7 un red ,,:hat we define as mternatIOnal terrorism. 
rr:h1S problem IS not ~onfined to any geographical area. Fortunately inside the 

~n~ted .Stat~s w~ experIence relatively few incidents: The problem for'the United 
a es IS prIma:Ily m othe: areas of the world. The largest number of incidents 

~~~{~~e M~d~aEn::t.the Umted States occur in Europe followed by Latin America 

Why are we so conc~rned? Let me summarize briefly: 
r}tn 1983 mOd~e Amencans w~re killed and injured by acts of terrorism than in the 
1 een prece mg years for whiCh we have records. 

The figu~es. for the first six months of 1984 show a significant increase in the 
num} bedr500fOI~cldents: There are already 313 for the first six months of 1984 whereas 
we 1a lor all of 1983. 

· The attacks in 1983.were unique in the sheer violence of them. From our point of 
~lek t~e ;?rst tragedIes were the destruction of our embassy and the Marine Bar
l~C s m elrut and of our. embassy annex in Kuwait. But we were not the onl vic
~m~. T£~re was the bomblllg at Harrods in London. The bombing at Orly airp~rt in 

ans.. e murd~r of four members of the South Korean cabinet in Ran oon The 
bombmg d~structIOn of. a. Gul\ Air Flight in one of the Emirates and others~ . 

Closely tIed to the nsmg VIOlence has been the indiscriminate targeting of inno
ce~ts-people who hav~ no known role in either causing or redressing the alleged 
gnevances of the terrorIsts. 

A s~~rce o~ grO\ying concern i,s the extensive travel of terrorists outside their own 
~hUr\h~s an regIOns ~o cOrt;lmlt acts. of terror abroad. Again, intelligence tells us 

a IS ?ccurs ~xtenslvely III the MIddle East. Europe and Latin America but re-
ports are lllcreasu~g of such ~ravel to the U.S. And we also know that some Ameri
cthants are en&aged m ~upportlllg the terrorist activities of foreign states and O'roups 

a engage III terronsm. E> 

The most disturb.ing tren~ of all is the extent to which the agencies of foreign 
states a~e t::ngaged m terrorIst acts. Seventy or more incidents in 1983 probabl in
iolvcid slgmficant state support or participation. No longer the random acts of iso
'ta .e grdoups of local fanatics. Terrorism is now a method of warfare, no less because 
1 IS un eclared and even (though not always) denied. 

L.-_________________ ...l....I-""""'"--"""'--___ --o. __ --..Jl....-....+ ___ --'--~ ________ ~_~ __ ~~~~ __ _ 
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Some forty percent of all the incidents and a large proportion of all the threats 
and hoaxes are aimed at the United States-our diplomats, members of our armed 
forces, our businessmen, or other Americans. 

We are now faced with a problem which is of major and growing significance. The 
problem is not only represented by the grim statistics but by the threat that terror
ism represents to civilized life. The main target of terrorists is not just individuals 
but the basic interests and values of the democracies. It is a form of low-level war
fare directed primarly at Western nations and institutions and their friends and 
allies. We are the targets because our belief in the rights of the individual is an 
obstacle to those who wish to impose their will on others. And it is precisely because 
the democratic nations respect the rights of the individual and maintain the most 
open and responsive societies that they are so vulnerable to terrorists. The goal of 
the terrorist is to create anarchy and disorder. For it is out of disorder that he 
hopes to instill fear, discredit governments, demoralize societies, or alter national 
policies. 

What are we doing? 
We are working with our closest allies to develop a consensus on how we deal 

with international terrorism and the security problems it presents for us. The con
sensus embodied in the declaration in London on June 9 is heartening. In earlier 
Summit Seven meetings we had addressed specific issues such as aircraft hijacking 
and protection of our diplomats. We have made considerable progress in these areas. 
But on this occasion we discussed the basic political problem of states engaging in 
terrorism and we acknowledged the international character of the problem. We 
noted that in our respective countries we have gaps in legislation for combating ter
rorism. 

We are working in this Administration to review and apply the whole range of 
options available. We do not have any single answer that we think will work all the 
time. What we must do, therefore, is attack the problem on many different fronts: 

We have organized ourselves better within the executive branch to deal with 
these problems. Within the Department of State the responsibility for policy, plan
ning and operations on these matters has been consolidated in the Office of the 
Under Secretary for Management. The policy and planning for the Department as 
well as the government in general is the task of the Direct.or of the Office for Coun
terterrorism and Emergency Planning while the operations are in the Office of Se
curity. 

We have added more resources to intelligence collection and we have strength
ened cooperation with other governments. We have also streamlined our procedures 
for advising our posts abroad of threats and analysis of their security problems. We 
believe that this procedure is now working much better. We believe that we need to 
do more. 

We have stepped up our training and are also conducting exercises for our person
nel overseas on the types of terrorist incidents they might have to deal with. We 
have, for example, added segments in every appropriate course at the Foreign Serv
ice Institute on how to deal with such problems. 

The Congress approved last year a program which will permit us to train foreign 
law enforcement officers on how to deal with terrorist acts. We are actively engaged 
in implementing that program. Although this program is designed to help other gov
ernments deal with these problems as it affects them, it should also improve consid
erably the response from other governments when we need help at one of our posts. 

We are carrying out security enhancement programs at all of our high-threat 
posts. We appreciate greatly the consistent support we have received from this Com
mittee in that effort. 

We have also taken steps to improve our ability to respond v.,hen incidents Occur 
overseas. We have teams available to assist on crisis management, security, commu
nications and other matters. 

The cooperation of other governments often depends on how responsive we are on 
the security problems their diplomatic missions may have in the United States. The 
Congress has approved legislation which will assure that we have a comprehensive 
program to protect foreign officials, not only in Washington and New York City, but 
other places in the United States. We are seeking funds for that program in the 
current budget. 

We are actively seeking to improve our capability to prevent attacks against our 
interests abroad. The Lvndon Summit Declaration discussed, among other things, 
"closer cooperation and coordination between police :md security organizations and 
other relevant authorities, especially in the exchanges of information, intelligence, 
and technical knowledge." And within the United States Government we are con-

MIC'HAEL RATNER. 
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The Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR) thanks the 

Committee for the opportunity to testify on H.R. 5613 (S. 2626), 

a bill "to prohibit the training, supporting, or. inducing of 

terrorism," and related draft bills. CCR is a non-profit legal 

and educational corporation founded in 1966 and is dedicated to 

advancing and protecting the rights and liberties guaranteed by 

the Bill of Rights. Since its inception CCR has taken a special 

interest in the fight against illegal F.B.I. and police 

surveillance and in favor of protection of dissent. This 

testimony is also submitted on behalf of the National Lawyers 

Guild, a nationwide membership organization of some 7,000 

lawyers, legal workers, and law students, The Guild is dedicated 

to protecting the right to dissent. 

Since the introduction of H.R. 5613, two subsequent drafts 

were introduced to meet the strong civil libertiis objections to 

the original bill. However, these amended bills do little, if 

anything, to remedy the serious constitutional and civil 

liberties problems of this legislation. These bills cannot be 

tinkered with. They cannot be saved. They are wrong in both 

conception and execution. They represent a profound danger to 

democratic freedoms which in the long run may be greater than the 

evil to which they are addressed. 

The three bills operate similarly: the Secretary of State 

is given unreviewable discretion to designate a country [faction 

or group] as perpetrating or sponsoring "international 

terrorism." Although the term "international terrorism" is 

defined in the legislation, there is no check on the Secretary's 
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abuse of this authority. This presents serious problems because 

of the highly politicized use of terrorism by the Administration. 

Once the Secretary designates a nation or group terrorist, the 

legislation criminalizes a wide range of activities, undertaken 

any,vhere in thc world, by United States persons dealing with the 

country, faction or group. These activities need have no 

relationship to international terrorism, nor need they further 

any criminal enterprise. Indeed, speech and association, 

entirely protected by the First Amendment and not furthering any 

criminal enterprise would be criminalized by these statutes. 

Such an assault on civil liberties and individual rights in 

the name of combatting international terrorism, is not only 

patently unconstitutional but unnecessary and unwise. There are 

already numerous criminal laws which penalize actions in aid of 

sabotage, assassination and hostage-taking. The problem of US 

persons aiding such activities overseas is miniscule; it 

certainly does not need the remedy of this sledgehammer 

legislation. More importantly, to deprive citizens of their 

individual constitutional and democratic rights in the name of 

combatting international terrorism sets an extremely dangerous 

precedent. As one well-known expert on terrorism wrote regarding 

the importance of maintaining constitutional rights: 

It cannot be sufficiently stressed that this aim overr~des 
in importance even the objective of eliminating terror~sm 
and political violence as such. Any blood¥ tyra~t can 
"solve" the problem o~ po1i~ical violenc~ ~f he ~s prepared 
to sacrifice all cons~derat~ons of human~ty, and to trample 
down all constitutional and political rights. 

P. Hilkinson, Terrorism and the Liberal State (London: Ma~millan, 

1977) 

~. 
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The crininalization of a wide variety of protected conduct 

nay not even be the worst aspect of this legislation. 

bills pass, the FBI and the CIA will be provided with 
If these 

a pretext 

to investigate and spy on a wide variety of domestic groups who 

attempt to influence fore;gn pol;cy t d • ~ owar various countries and 
factions. There presently exist in the US numerous such groups, 

organizations and parties working to change or modify US foreign 

policy toward, among others, Central Am . 
er~ca, South Africa, ANC, 

SHAPO, Israel, the FLO, the Philippines and Northern Ireland. 

These groups have a First Amendment right to engage in their 

activities free from FBI harassment and surveillance. 

Their protected activities ~;ll be ;n . W~ • Jeopardy under this 
legislation. For once a country, group or faction is designated 

as supporting or perpetrating international terrorism , any 

activities by domestic organizations, even if they may 

change in US policy toward the designated country or a 

urge a 

change in 

policy in general, will fall under suspicion. So, for example: 

if the Afric~n Na~i?nal Congress is designated, a domestic 
group espous~ng s~m~lar aims--the end of apartheid--would be 
subject to FBI investigation 

if the provi~ional wing of the IRA is designated, a domestic 
gro~p espous~ng.freedom for Northern Ireland would be 
subJect to FBI ~nvestigation. 

This scenario is not ch;mer;cal. Al d •• rea y groups and 

organizations seeking to change US foreign policy have come under 

FBI scrutiny. Frequently this surveillance is justified as an 

attempt to root out or find terrorints. Anti-terrorism is 

already being used as a scare tact;c to h ~ c ill free speech and 

association among groupe where there is no evidence of violence 
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or criminal activity. As the examples below illustrate, there is 

already a serious problem of FBI overreaching in the name of 

combatting terrorism. Passage of this legislation will be an 

invitation to the FBI to declare open season on dissent. 

Patterns of Current FBI Investigation 

Let us be honest about the current state of affairs. There 

are growing fears that the aggressive military position the 

Administration has taken in Central America and else\.;rhere will 

result in deeper U.S. involvement in a foreign war. These are 

legitimate concerns that every U.S. citizen has a right to voice 

and act upon. The bills under consideration are the 

Administration's attempt to thwart this dissent. They are only 

the most recent in a series of measures designed to free the 

investigative hands of the FBI, the CIA, the DIA an~ other 

intelligence-gathering agencies. The measures inClude the 

Executive Order No. 12333 on Intelligence, promulgated on 

December 4, 1981; the revised and liberalized FBI guidelines; and 

National Security Decision Directive 138, signed by the President 

on April 3, 1984. 

Of course the FBI does not advertise its activities. 

However, in less than two weeks we were able to document a 

pattern of current FBI harassment and surveillance of individuals 

and groups engaged in solidarity work with Central America, the 

Mideast, Cuba, Northern Ireland and Vietnam. The examples which 

follow are not isolated instances, but establish a pattern of 

harassment of dissent using the pretext of investigating 
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terrorism. The McCarthy witch hunts of the 1950's labelled 

people comnlunists in order to investigate their legal political 

activities, and ruined many persons' lives without ever showing 

criminal activity. In the Reagan 80s, the administration is 

substituting the word "terrorist" for "communist." FBI visits are 

accusing activists of terrorism to their families, neighbors and 

employers. FBI abuse is geographically ubiquitous, national in 

scope, from New York City to Harlingen, Texas, and from Los 

Angeles to Anchorage, Alaska. In none of these incidents is 

there any evidence of illegal conduct much less terrorist 

activities. In no case has any indictment or prosecution 

resulted from the investigation. 

He urge this committee to investigate these FBI abuses. 

In our presentation of incidents we have omitted all names 

of individuals out of concern for further harassment. The case 

of individuals opposing current Central America policy is 

illustrative: 

Central America: 

-A Chicago staff person for the Human Rights Commission of 

El Salvador has been personally harassed by the FBI; an old 

friend was visited by the FBI who asked what terrorist groups the 

person was connected with. Other friends were visited and 

questioned, as were his brother, wife and children. The FBI 

offered the person help "'ith immigration status if he would 

cooperate. 

-A Los Angeles refugee project ",as visited by FBI agent 

Berrios five times bet",een mid 1982 and early 1983, the FBI 
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stating that the project was screening and hiding people to go 

back to fight in the guerrilla movement. 

-A San Francisco travel agency which arranges travel to 

Nicaragua received forged letters cancelling an activist's 

arranged travel plans to Nicaragua; such letters track FBI 

practice during COINTELPRO; 

-On June 1, 1984 a 63-year-old Michigan ,,,oman who travelled 

to Nicaragua as part of a coffee-picking brigade received a phone 

call from FBI agent Dennis Evans asking her to meet ,,,ith him; 

wnen she asked why he wanted to talk to her, the agent said that 

our government ,,,as not friendly with the Nicaraguan government 

and was worried about terrorism; he ,,,anted to know if 

representatives of the Nicaraguan government had contacted her 

while she was there. 

-In February, 1984, a Quaker pacifist spoke at an 

anniversary church service in Anchorage, Alaska, commemorating 

the assassinated Salvadoran Archbishop Oscar Romero. Two months 

later FBI agent Marchant visited the parish priest asking what 

organization the Quaker and his wife belonged to, expressing 

. t' They stated they would do a concern about terror~st connec ~ons. 

computer check on the couple; they questioned whether the couple 

might engage in violent acts against the President, who was to 

visit the area a short time later. Subsequently the agent 

admitted that the couple had been cleared of suspicion. 

Catholic nun and community worker were also questioned. 

A 

-In San Jose, California, a woman active in Central .~erica 

solidarity ,york received a letter from the telephone company in 

-
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June, 1984, informing her that her telephone records had been 

subpoenaed by the FBI in a drug investigation; the local U.S. 

Attorney denied having asked the FBI to investigate. In March 

1983 the same woman 'vas approached at work by FBI and secret 

service agents, who called her every two weeks for months. 

-In December 1983 and January 1984 12 or 13 persons 

associated with the solidarity movement in the Milwaukee area 

,,,ere visited by FBI agents. It appears that the main target of 

the investigation was CASC (Central America Solidarity 

Coalition), which includes both church sanctuary groups and the 

COmDittee in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador (CISPES). 

The agents alleged a link bet,,,een CISPES and bombings in New York 

and '~ashington DC in the fall of 1983; they read a list of names 

of CASC members and implied that they may have had friends with 

links to terrorists in the past; they described solidarity groups 

as "fronts for illegal activities," and "fronts for bringing 

leftist guerrillas" to the U.S. They asked about the group's 

finances and about a Milwaukee interfaith delegation to Nicaragua 

in December 1983. The FBI further ignored requests by attorneys 

for people receiving visits to cease these visits, and refused to 

state the basis for their visits. They investigated the bank 

records of CASC, and visited members at their places of 

employment. One member, asked if CASC was "involved in 

terrorism," replied, "I told them CASC is concerned with peace, 

not terrorism." 

-The Committee in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador 

(CISPES) has been repeatedly harassed and inquired about in 
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connection Yli th bombings in \.Jashington DC and New York, yet no 

evidence or charges against them of any kind have been brought. 

Members and associates have been visited repeatedly, and told 

that CISPES is involved in terrorist activities: in Austin, 

Texas, the FBI visited the ex-husband of a CISPES member in May, 

1984, asking about the wife's activities and requesting 

information about CISPES. The CISPES member was also visited and 

refused to answer questions about funding sources and control by 

a foreign power. Again, in May, 1984, a local CISPES chapter 

member froQ Tampa, Florida was visited by the FBI. Under the 

pretext of investigating harassment by a right wing group, the 

agent informed the subject that there were terrorists in CISPES. 

Freedom of Information Act documents indicate that CISPES has 

been infiltrated by the FBI. 

This kind of incident is also taking place on a regular 

basis for activists concerned with US foreign policy toward other 

nations and organizations that the Reagan Administration has 

indicated may be labelled terrorist: 

Cuba: 

-Two Cuban-American women from the New York area who are 

activists known to support the normalization of US-Cuban 

relations were visited by FBI agent Federico Villalobos in 

August, 1983. After being requested by the womens attorney not 

to harass them further, the agent contacted the mother of one of 

the women and the father of the other. The agent told the father 

he was doing a study of the Cuban community in the US, and 

obviously possessed extensive information about the father's 
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life. He then approached one of the women's cousins, as part of 

what he described as a "routine investigation." 

-Another woman, an artist not involved in political 

activity, was awakened early one morning in November, 1983 by an 

FBI agent asking her about her trip to Cuba with a group of 

artists. Also in NY member of the progressive Cuban community 

were visited by FBI agents Dougherty and Llewellan; The building 

superintendent of another Cuban-American was visited by the FBI, 

who told him not to inform the tenant of the visit. 

Mideast: 

-In July of this year an FBI agent visited an Iranian 

student, member of the Iranian Student Association, allegedly to 

prevent violence at the Olympics but apparently much more 

interested in Iranian student groups, demonstrations and other 

individuals, and offering immigration help in exchange for 

cooperation. 

-In November, 1983, the mother of a Palestinian was 

approached by the F.B.I. with a letter from an aunt in the \Vest 

Bank to the son that they had opened; the FBI threatened to 

inform the Israeli government of the aunt's land deals on the 

West Bank if the mother did not cooperate. One week later the 

agent returned and spoke to the son about Palestinians in 

military training in the U.S., offered him help getting into 

Harvard Hedical School if he cooperated. Among Palestinians, the 

F.B.I. pattern includes repeated visits to family and employers, 

coupled with promises of immigration and other help in exchange 

" 
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for information about assassinations and terrorist groups in the 

Middle East fighting each other in the U.S. 

On December 13, 1983, an FBI agent called a woman who is 

active in the National Arab American Association in Birmingham, 

Alabama. Her husband is of Arab descent. The FBI agent 

questioned the woman as to her involvement and role in the 

N.A.A.A., and also questioned whether the N.A.A.A. was organized 

for the "bettert::lent of the U.S." The agent told the woman she 

had been traced through the license plate on a car parked outside 

an NAAA meeting in a private home in Knoxville, Tennessee and one 

in Louisville, Kentucky. 

A professor in Birmingham, Alabama, who was a Fulbright 

scholar in Jordan, and is active in organizing for peace in the 

Middle East, received a phone call sometime between Christmas 

and New Year's Day 1983-84. The agent requested a meeting with 

her. The agent, a woman, stated that the FBI was doing a routine 

check on all people who had gone to the Middle East. The agent 

said the FBI was concerned with US internal security, and wanted 

to protect the woman, a prominent local citizen, from "running 

into any difficulties." The agent asked if anyone had ever 

asked the woman to "do anything." Hhen the professor asserted 

that the question was ridiculous, the conversation ended. In 

addition, the professor's Middle East-related mail from 

Washington, such as the Journal of Palestine Studies, is often 

received opened and resealed in plastic bags. 

h > \ « • 
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Vietnam: 

-The Association of Vietnamese in the United States had been 

visited on a regular basis by the FBI. On every occasion, 

members of the Association have refused to talk to the FBI. The 

last visit occurred two month3 ago. 

Northern Ireland: 

-In the last six months supporters of Northern Ireland's 

independence have been visited at their homes and workplaces by 

FBI agents seeking to "determine who are the real KGB agents." 

One agent told an activist that he had seen films of people 

entering a courthouse for a criminal trial as part of an FBI 

training session. In late 1983 a Hashington, DC resident who 

travelled to Northern Ireland was visited in her office by an FBI 

agent accompanied by a military intelligence agent, who 

questioned her for 2~ hours but told her not to mention the 
visit. 

The Danger of the Designation Procedure 

Under all of the proposed bills the Secretary of State makes 

the determination whether a country is perpetrating or sponsoring 

international terrorism. This determination is solely within 

the discretion of the Secretary of State. The designation 

procedure presents a serious political and legal problem as well 

as an unwarranted increase in executive power. 

It is especially dangerous to permit the Executive to label 

certain countries, factions or groups terrorist. This 

Administration has a highly subjective and politicized view of 

what constitutes "terrorism:" its attitude is, "If I don't like 
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it, call it terro:::'sm." For example, to Jeanne Kirkpatrick, the 

. . "in El Salvador, "terrorism" 
Sandinistas are "promot~ng terror~sm 

b 1 t · 't' On the other hand, the activities 
referring to re e ac ~v~ ~es. 

of the death squads, the Treasury police and the Army in El 

Salvador which have resulted in over 40,000 civilian deaths, are 

not deemed "terrorist'; by this Administration. This 

Administration will not label Chile, Guatemala, El Salvador, 

South Africa or the Philippines terrorist. If past statements 

are a guide it may apply that label to Nicaragua, Cuba and the 

Soviet Union. To delegate such discretion to the Administration, 

Congress practically guarantees that designation of countries or 

factions as terrorist would be based primarily, if not solely, on 

partisan political considerations. 

Vesting such broad discretion in the Executive could 

essentially end healthy, robust debate regarding foreign policy 

in the United States. For example, many groups and individuals 

in the United States disagree with the Reagan Administra.tion's 

foreign policy toward Lebanon, Southern Africa, or Central 

America. Thi.s debate and the right to dissent from the 

Administration's policies, are critical to U.S. democracy and to 

Labelling a 
the peoples' ability to change such policies. 

target of the Administration's foreign policy as terrorist would 

make it practically impossible to advocate a change in policy 

with respect to that country or faction. 

That such labelling and stigmatization can have a dramatic 

effect on dissent has been recognized by the Supreme Court. In 

Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee v. McGrath, 341 U.S. 123 

> 
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(1951), the Supreme Court was concerned with an executive order 

authorizing the Attorney General to make determinations as to 

whether certain groups were "totalitarian, fascist, communist or 

subversive, or as having adopted a policy of advocating or 

approving the commission of acts of force or violence to deny 

others their rights under the Constitution of the United 

States .... " In an opinion limiting the rjg;ht of the Attorney 

General to make such determinations, the Court pointed out the 

harm that such designations could cause: "Their effect is to 

cripple the functioning and damage the reputation of those 

organizations in their respective communities and in the nation." 

For example if the Soviet Union were designated as sponsoring 

alleged terrorist activities of the African t~ational Congress, 

~yould not such labelling seriously impede open and vigorous 

dissent regarding U.S. policy in Southern Africa, and end the 

right of US persons to give open support to the ANC? 

All drafts of the legislation make the Secretary's findings 

both as to facts and as to the designations conclusive. Neither 

can be challenged in an affirmative litigation or as a defense to 

a criminal prosecution. Thus a person could be convicted and 

sentenced to ten years in jail solely on a determination 

subjective at its root, highly charged politically, and that 

broadly S~7eeps into its ambit protected speech. As stated in 

Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee v. McGrath, such 

designations cannot be made if "patently arbitrary or contrary to 

fact." The Court further found that the organizations so 

designated could challenge such arbitrary classifications. The 
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concurring opinion in Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee v. 

McGrath pointed out that such designation without notice and a 

fair hearing ran afoul of the due process clause of the Fifth 

Amendment. 

The proposed legislation obviously permits designations that 

are arbitrary and without notice and hearing. It is one matter 

to designate a country and not give that country the opportunity 

to litigate the appropriateness of the designation. It is quite 

a different situation, on the basis of that designation, to 

convict a U.S. person of a crime with a possible ten-year jail 

sentence and not permit any challenge to the arbitrariness of the 

designation. 

The overbreadth of H.R. 5613 is quite apparent when it is 

contrasted vlith conduct which authorizes the Attorney General to 

engage in foreign intelligence surveillance under the Foreign 

Intelligence Surveillance Act, 50 U.S.C 1801 et~. That act 

permits wiretaps of groups engaged in international terrorism or 

activities in preparation therefore. However, there are crucial 

differences which demonstrate the all-encompasing nature of the 

proposed terrorism legislation. To engage in electronic 

surveillance on a group engaged in international terrorism the 

Attorney General must have special approval by the President of 

the United States, probable cause to believe the group is 

engaging or proposing to engage in terrorism, and must apply to a 

special court. Most important, the target of the electronic 

surveillance is the actual group involved in violent acts or acts 

dangerous to human life. 

>. 
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On the other hand, the terrorism legislation makes it 

criminal to carry out activities which may, in and of themselves, 

have no relationship to terrorism. The designation of the 

country or faction is solely in the discretion of the Secretary 

of State and is subject to neither court approval nor review. 

Thus, wiretapping can be directed only against those actually 

involved in international terrorism, while a person can be 

convicted of a crime carrying a ten-year sentence even if they 

themselves have absolutely nothing to do with terrorism. 

H.R. 5613 Broadly Stifles Foreign Policy Dissent 

As originally drafted H.R. 5613 (S. 2626) was sharply 

criticized as unconstitutionally restricting the exercise of 

speech and associational freedom protected by the First 

Amendment. In particular the bill was criticized for: 

1. Including within its prohibitions factions or groups as 

well as governments; 

2. Prohibiting association with. groups having both legal and 

illegal aims; 

3. Broadly prohibiting the exercise of fundamental freedoms 

of political speech, association and expressive conduct; 

4. Widening the scope of FBI investigation of political 

activities that are peaceful and lawful. 

None of these serious legal problems have disappeared in the 

"Revised Horking Draft of June 12, 1984," or in a subsequent 

third revision. The revis.ions Ediminate the terms "faction" and 

"group" and ostensibly only permit nations to be designated 
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terrorist. If we believe the Administration, this change means 

that the African National Congress" SHAPO, and the FDR/FMLN could 

no longer be designated by the Secretary of State. Thus, support 

for the aims of these factions or groups would supposedly no 

longer be criminalized. 

This claim is deceptive. The bill's prohibitions run not 

only to designated governments' armed forces or intelligence 

agencies, but "to any agent of such forces or agencies." If the 

Secretary of State designated Cuba or the Soviet Union, then 

dealing \<lith their agents \<lould also be prohibited. Current 

Administration statements claim that Cuba is sponsoring the 

FDR/F~~N and the Soviet Union is sponsoring ANC. Thus, whatever 

is prohibited with regard to Cuba or the Soviet Union \vould be 

prohibited with regard to the FDR/FMLN or the ANC. 

The new versions, like the old, still contain blanket 

prohibitions of association with any nation or its agents \.;rho 

engage in both legal and illegal activities. Contrary to Supreme 

Court lrecedent, the bill does not require a showing of specific 

intent to further the unla\.;rful aims of the nation or its agents. 

See Elfbrant v. Russell, 384 U.S. 11 (1966). The bills 

criminalize all training, logistical, mechanical, maintenance or 

technical service to the armed forces or intelligence agencies or 

their agents, even if these activities have no connection with 

any act or likely act of terrorism, in fact even if they only 

involve protected speech. 

The new bills eliminate from their penal provisions the 

prohibition on acting "in concert with" and providing "similar 
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support services" to the designated country or agent. These 

terms were sharply criticized as raising serious due process, 

vagueness and overbreadth problems. However, the remaining 

provisions on "training, logistical, mechanical, maintenance or 

technical service," are similarly vague and overbroad. They 

\.;rould encompass taking a member of the armed forces or 

intelligence agencies to dinner, having a conversation \'lith them 

about politics or the economy. As the activities need have no 

connection with terrorism, such language prohibits any 

relationship, even purely associational, with the armed forces or 

intelligence agencies of a designated foreign government. 

The broad definition given to armed forces and intelligence 

agencies and the inclusion of agents of either of these entities 

strengthens this conclusion. Intelligence agency includes 

entities \lhich engage in the "collection, analysis or 

dissemination of information about activities, capabilities, 

plans, or intentions of governments, organizations or persons, in 

\.;rhole or in part by covert means." This defini tion could include 

almost any person who works for a government. Government 

entities receive quantities of information, much of it covertly. 

The state department or foreign ministry of a government receives 

information from other agencies obtained by covert means. The 

definition in the legislation would deem all such departments or 

ministries intelligence agencies. 

Almost every entity and peLson attached to a government that 

is designated terrorist could be considered a member of an 

intelligence agency under the definition in the proposed 

---- ~- -- ~~-~ - - 1 
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The defl.'nl.'tion is so broad and vague that it would legislation, 

frighten off any US person who merely desired friendly 

communication with foreign diplomats or officials, This 

vagueness and overbreadth clearly prohibits activities protected 

by the First Amendment, 

The definition of armed forces is equally all-encompasssing. 

The term is defined to include any regular, irregular, 

paramilitary, or police forces. This Administration considers 

almost every able-bodied citizen in socialist or communist 

countries a member of t"e armed forces. For example, the Cuban 

d were consl.·o'ered to be members of construction workers in Grena a 

the armed forces. In Nicaragua, every member of the militia 

might well be considered part of the armed forces. This broad 

definition would outlaw a number of activities once a country was 

designated terrorist. Work brigades are frequently sent to 

Nicaragua to better understanding between the t'-lO countries and 

to help in the coffee harvest. Much of the coffee, particularly 

on the northern border, is picked by Nicaraguans who are members 

of the militia, or who are protected by members of the militia. 

Might not aiding in the harvest constitute giving logistical aid 

to the armed forces either because fewer members of the militia 

are required to pick coffee or because Northamericans picking 

coffee might give some protection to the Nicaraguan coffe€pickers 

"'loreover, the coffee would obviously be by their very presence. • 

Some of this providing some foreign exchange for Nicaragua. 

money would surely go to aid in the armed forces. This would run 

afoul of the prohibition on giving maintenance to the armed 
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forces. In effect, all foreign trade could be cut off with a 

deSignated country because trade makes money and money is used 

for the armed forces. 

The recent gift to Nicaragua of "instruments for health and 

life, not implements of war," would also run afoul of the 

statute. The ship contained ne'-lsprint which would be used by the 

Nicaragua state-owned as well as private ne\oJspapers. These 

newspapers advertise the draft and other military matters. 

Provision of ne'vsprint for such a purpose could easily fit \oJithin 

the definition of giving logistical or maintenance support to the 

armed forces. 

Conclusion 

Because of its breadth the legislation will be used for 

fishing expeditions to intimidate those whose political vie'-ls the 

Administration does not approve of. This was the experience '-lith 

recent terrorism Im-ls in England where 207 of 279 persons 

detained were not charged and where even the selling of Irish 

Republican ne'-lspapers "becane grounds for reasonable suspicion of 

support, assisting, or contributing to a proscribed 

organization." D.R. Lowry, Draconian Powers: The British 

Approach to Pretrial Detention of Suspected Terrorists, 9 Col. 

Human Rts. L. Rev. (1977) at 201. These bills leave the 

unmistakeable impression that the administration is exploiting 

the terrorism issue to enhance its o"~ political powers and 

impede legitimate opposition, particularly to its much-disputed 

foreign policy. Passage of even modified versions of these bills 

would be a serious setback for constitutional liberty. 

" 
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REPRESENTATIVE DON EDWARDS, 
Chairman Civil and Constitutional Rights Subcommittee. 
House of Representatives, Washington, DC. 

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE EDWARDS: Under the guise of combatting "terrorism," the 
Reagan Administration has introduced in Congress two bills (HR 5612 and HR 5613) 
which pose a serious threat to our constitutionally guaranteed rights of free speech, 
association and political dissent. 

The first of these, HR 5612, allocates an unprecedented and unreviewable reward 
(up to $500,000) for information on terrorists. Such rewards have serious potential 
for abuse by unreliable political informers. The second, HR 5613, would make it ille
gal for an American citizen to provide "support services" to any country or political 
group which the Secretary of State has designated as "terrorist." In its current 
form, HR 5613 gives the Secretary of State sole discretion to decide which countries 
or political groups are "terrorist." Furthermore, the bill prohibits any challenge to 
the Secretary's designation. 

While modifications to HR 5613 are currently being considered which may delete 
from the legislation the designation of groups, and which will require the Secretary 
of State to consult with Congress before he designates a foreign government as "ter
rorist," we firmly believe this legislation to be unneCE'ssary and a threat to our civil 
liberties. 

While we condemn random acts of violence, existing laws already prohibit the 
actual criminal acts involved in terrorism, such as bombing and murder, and pro
vide mechanisms for rewards to informers. What is new and of greatest concern is 
the criminalization of a vaguely defined "support services." Since neither of these 
bills is necessary to combat terrorism, their primary effect would be to chill dissent, 
association, and many forms of humanitarian assistance which any given adminis
tration might find objectionable. 

The Reagan Administration has adopted policies which affect adversely a broad 
range of human rights. The rhetoric of "anti-terrorism" has become the administra
tion's weapon in its campaign against political dissent, especially in matters of for
eign policy and international human rights. With the pretext of "combatting terror
ism," government agencies have been harassing organizations, religious leaders and 
private individuals in the peace movement for lawful and constitutional activities. 
Members of the religious community, working with Salvadorean refugees, for exam
ple, have been visited by FBI agents and warned not to continue their humanitarian 
assistance program. 

"Anti-terrorism" is becoming a new form of McCarthyism. It is being used as a 
scare tactic to chill free speech and association. Our democratic processes are 
threatened by this climate of fear. The aim of HR 5612 and HR 5G18 is to exploit 
this fear in order to stifle legitimate political dissent. We urge you to oppose HR 
5612 and HR 5618. 

Sincerely yours, 
Stephanie Farrior, \Vashington Director, National Committee Against Repressive 

Legislation; *Eqbal Ahmad, Fellow, Institute for Policy Studies; *Robert Z. Alpern, 
Director, Washington Office, Unitarian Universalists Association; *Munir Bayoud, 
President, United Holy Land Fund; Dewey M. Beegle, Professor of Old Testament, 
Wesley Theological Seminary; *Dale Bishop, Middle East Secretary, United Church 
Board for World IvIinistries; *Robert L. Borosage, Director, Institute for Policy Stud
ies Center of Concern; Frank Chapman, Executive Director. National Alliance 
Against Racist and Political Repression; George Chauncey, Director, Washington 
Office Presbyterian Church (USA); Guillermo Chavez. Director. Political and 
Human Rights Department, Board of Church and Society, United Methodist 
Church; *Marilyn Clement, Executive Director, Center for Constitutional Rights; 
*Rev. John Collins and Sr. Blaise Lupo, Co-Directors. Clergy and Laity Concerned; 
'Rev. William ,J. Davis, Director, Christie Institute; *Richard B. Deats, Executive 
Secretary, Fellowship of Reconciliation; ',James P. Driskell. Director, Mid-South 
Peace and Justice Center; Barbara Dudley. President, National Lawyers Guild; 
Gretchen Eick. Policy Advocate, United Church of Christ Office for Church and So
ciety; ,Jerome Ernst. Executive Director, National Catholic Conferenc(' for Interra
cial ,Justice; 'Ruth l\1cDonough Fitzpatrick, National Assembly of Religious Women; 
'Peter Subset. President, American Near East Refugee Aid; "'Michele Guimarin, Co
ordinator. Washington Peace Center; 'Muhammad IIallaj. Director. Palestirw Hp
:;earch and Educational Center: 'Ravmond H. Hamden, Chairman, Ameriean Dl'uZP 
Public Affairs Committee; ·WilliHm .Johnston. Prp!'>id{'nt, Episcopal Churchpeople 

·OrganjZ<ltion~ Ii:-tt'd for id{·ntilication jJurp(J~('s only 

-------------------------~----~--'--~-"----~--~ - ~ "-_. - -- -_.-
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The following pages (55-60) contain material protected by the Copyright Act 
of 1976 ~17 U.S.~.): Containing Terrorism, Charles Maechling, Jr., 
from Forelgn Servlce Journal, July/August 1984 
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H. R. 5613 
To prohibit tlIP tmining-. ~llpporting-. or indul'ing of tl'rrorisIlI. anti for othl'r 

pUfjHlS(·S. 

I~ THI~ HOFSE OF HEPHESEXTATIYES 

j\n K. HIK.J. 

jlr. F.\~(,ELL (for hiIlls!'lf and jlr. BHOmn'IEI.lll (by n'!jlll'~tl introtilll'l'd thp fol
lowing bill; whil'h was rd'('ITl'd jointly to tht' ('ollll1lilt('('s Oil Fllrt'ig-n .\ffairs 
and t Itt' ,J l!(iil'iary 

A BILL 
To prohibit th(' training, supporting, or ilHlllcing of terrorism, 

and for other purposes. 

1 Be it enactcd by the 8elll1te and House of Rcpl'('s£'nta-

,) til'es of the ['nited States of A II uTica ill (Yollpres8 assembled, 

i3 ~1I0l{T TITLE 

4- SE(,TIO~ 1. This Act Illay ht' ('ited as the "Prohibition 

tj Agaill~t tll(' Training or Support of Terrorist Organizations 

~ by ad(ling thl' following llt'W chapter after chapter 11:3: 

"CHAPTER 11:lA-TERRORISM 

"~t'l'. :!:i:ll. ~Iilitary allt! illtplligt'lll't' assistant'p to l'l'rtain fOfPign g-OYt'fIllllt'lltS. fal'
tions, and illtl'rnatiullal tprrorist g-flltlpS, 
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2 

1 "§ 2331. Military and intelligence assistance to certain for-

2 

3 

eign governments, factions, and international 

terrorist groups 

4 ceCa) Except as provided ill subsections (h) and (i), it 

5 shall be unlawful for any national of the United Sta.tes, any 

6 permanent resident alien of the United States, or any United 

7 States business entity to willfully perform or attempt to per-

8 form anywhere in the world any of the following acts: 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

"(1) serve in, or act in concert with, the anned 

forces or any intelligence agency of any foreign gov

ernment, faction, or international terrorist group which 

is named in a determination in effect under subsection 

(d); 

11(2) provide training in any capacity to the armed 

forces or any intelligence agency, or their agents, of 

any foreigl1 government, faction, or international ter

rorist group named in a determination in effect under 

subsection (d); 

"(3) provide any logistical, mechanical, mainte

nance, or similar support services to the armed forces 

or any intelligence agency, or their agents, of any for

eign government, faction, or international terrorist 

group named in a determination in effect under subsec

tion (d); or 

Hil 5613 III 
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3 

11(4) recruit or solicit any person to engage in any 

activity described in subparagraphs (1) through (3) of 

this paragraph. 

4 "(b) Except as provided in subsections (h) and (i), it 

5 shall be unlawful for any person or entity within the bound-

6 aries of the United States, its territories or possessions, to 

7 willfully perform or attempt to perform any of the following 

8 acts: 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

1/(1) provide training in any capacity to the armed 

forces or any intelligence agency, or their agents, of 

any foreign government, faction, or international ter

rorist group named in a determination in effect under 

subsection (d); 

lC(2) provide any logistical, mechanical, mainte

nance, or similar support services to the armed forces 

or any intelligence agency, or their agents, of any for

eIgn government, faction, or international terrorist 

group named in a determination in effect under subsec

tion (d); or 

1/(3) recruit or solicit any person to engage in any 

activity described in subparagraphs (1) or (2) of this 

paragraph. 

I/(c) Whoever violates this section shall be fined not 

24 more than five times the total compensation received for such 
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1 violation, or $100,000, whichever is greater, or imprisoned 

for not more than ten years, or both, for each such offense. 2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

"(d) '~Vhenever the Secretary of State finds that the acts 

or likely acts of international terrorism of a foreign govern

ment, faction, or international terrorist group are such that 

the national security, foreign relations, or the physical secu

rity of the person or property of a private entity of the United 

States warrant a ban on the foreign government's, faction's 

or international terrorist group's receipt of services or other 

assistance in support of such acts as described in subsections 

(a) or (b), he may issue a determination naming such foreign 

government, faction, or internationa.l terrorist group for 

which such finding has been made. If the Secretary of State 

finds that the conditions which were the basis for any deter

mination issued under this subsection have changed in such a 

manner as to warrant revocation of such determination, or 

that the national security or foreign relations of the United 

States so warrant, he may revoke such determinatiull in 

whole or in part. Any determination issued pursuant to this 

subsection shall cease to have any effect one year from the 

date of its publication unless renewed at or before that time 

by the Secretary of State. Any determinatioll, or the renewal 

or revocation thereof, issued pursuant to this subsection shall 

be published in the Federal Register and shall become effec

tive immediately on publication. Any revocation or lapsing of 

HR 5613 IH 
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1 a determination shall not affect any action or proceeding 

2 based on any conduct committed prior to the effective date of 

3 such revocation or lapsing. 

4 I/(e) For the purposes of this section, any finding of fact 

5 made in any determination or renewal issued pursuant to sub-

6 section (d) shall be conclusive. No question concerning the 

7 validity of the issuance of such determination or rene"wal may 

8 be raised by a defendant as a defense in 01' as an objection to 

9 any trial or hearing if such determination or renewal was 

10 issued and published in the Federal Register in accordance 

11 ,vith subsection (d). 

12 1/(0 An affirmative defense shall exist with respect to 

13 any act committed outside of the United States within thirty 

14 days after the effective date of any determination affecting 

15 such person if the act was performed pursuant to an agree-

16 ment or contract entered into prior to the effective date of the 

17 determination. 

18 "(g)(l) Whoever has been convicted of a violation of this 

19 section, in addition to any other penalty prescribed by this 

20 section, shall forfeit to the United States-

21 

22 

23 

II (A) any property constituting, or derived from, 

any proceeds he obtained, directly or indirectly, as a 

result of such violation; and 
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6 

I/(B) any of his property used, or intended to be 

used, to commit, or to facilitate the commission of, 

such violation. 

4 "(2) The procedures in any criminal forfeiture under this 

5 section, and the duties and authority of the courts of the 

6 United States and the Attorney General with respect to any 

7 criminal forfeiture action under this section or with respect to 

8 any property that may be subject to forfeiture under this sec-

9 tion, are to be governed by the prov;sions of section 1963 of 

10 this title. 

11 
"01) Tills section shall not be construed to prohibit the 

12 provision of medical sen;ces or medical training for humani-

13 tarian purposes, or the recruitment or solicitation thereof. 

14 
"(i) Nothing in tIlis section shall be construed to create 

15 criminal liability for any activities conducted by officials of 
~ ~ 

16 the United States Government, or their agents, which are 

17 properly authorized and conducted in accordance with Feder-

18 al statutes and Executive orders governing such acthTities. 

19 "G) For the purposes of tlLis section-

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

"(1) the term 'foreign government' has the mean

ing given it in section 11161(b)(2) of this title; 

1/(2) the term 'armed forces' includes any regular, 

irregular, paramilitary, guerrilla, or police force; 

"(3) the term 'faction! 1111cludes any political party, 

body of insurgents, or other group which seeks to over-

HR 5613 III 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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7 

throw the government of, become the government of, 

or otherwise assert control over or influence any for

eign country or territory, possession, department, dis

trict, province, or other political subdivision of any 

such foreign country through the threat or use of force 

of arms; 

"(4) the term Igroup' means an association of per

sons, whether or not a legal ontity; 

11(5) the term linternational terrorist group' means 

a group which engages in international terrorism; 

11(6) the term linternational terrorism' has the 

meaning given to it in section 101(c) of the Foreign In

telligence Surveillance Act of 1978 (50 U.S.C. 

1801(c»); 

11(7) the term 'intelligence agency' means any 

entity willch engages in the collection, analysis, or dis

semination of information concerning the activities, ca

pabilities, plan or intention of govermnents, organiza

tions, or persons, in whole or in part by covert means; 

"(8) the term IUnited States business entity' 

means any sole proprietorship, partnership, company, 

association, or corporation organized under the laws of, 

or having its principal place of business within, the 

United States, any State, the District of Oolumbia, or 

any territory or possession of the United States; 

HR, fri,13 Y~, 

<) 
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"(9) the term 'national of the United States' has 

the meaning given to it in section 101(a)(22) of the Im

migration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101(a.)(22»; 

"(10) the term 'permanent resident alien of the 

United States' means an alien lawfully admitted for 

permanent residence in the United States as defined in 

section 101(a)(20) of the Immigration and Nationality 

Act (8 U.S.O. 1101(a)(20»; and 

'1(11) the term 'private entity of the United 

States'means-

"(A) an individual who is-

"(i) a national of the United States; or 

l/(ii) a permanent resident alien of the 

United States; 

I'CB) an employee. or contractor of the United 

States Government, regardless of nationality, who 

is the victim or intended victim of an act of ter-

rorism by virtue of that employment; 

"(O) a sole proprietorship, partnership, com

pany or association composed in whole or in part 

of nationals or pe.rmanent resident aliens of the 

United States; or 

II(D) a corporation organized under the laws 

of the United States, any State, the District of 

Oolumbia, or any territory or possession of the 

HR 5613 IH 
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United States and any foreign subsidiary of such 

corporation." . 

SEC. 3. The chapter analysis of part I of title 18 is 

4 amended by adding the following new item after the item 

5 relating to chapter 113: 

"113A. Terrorism ................................................................................... 2331". 

6 SEC. 4. Section 3238 of title 18, United States Oode, is 

7 amended by-

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

(1) by striking out liThe" and inserting in lieu 

thereof "(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), the"; 

and 

(2) adding at the end the following new sub-

section: 

"(b) The trial of any offense under section 2331 of 

this title which is committed out of the jurisdiction of 

any particular State or district may be in any district. 

Nothing contained in this subsection may be construed 

to restrict any right of a defendant under any rule in 

effect under section 3771 of this title.". 

SEC. 5. Section 11 of title 18 is amended by striking out 

20 the phrase lias used in this title except in sections 112, 878, 

21 970, 1116, and 1201," and inserting in lieu thereof: lias used 

22 in this title except in sections 112, 878, 970, 1116, 1201, 

23 and 2331,". 



lJ(· It (>fI(U'lrd b.v the Senate and House 0/ Representatu€:s f;l the ["fitted States ot 
Anll'rlC'a LTl Congress assembled. That this Act may h:: cited as the "Act to Combat 
International T(~rr()riRm". 

S}<;(". 2. lUI The State Department Basic Authorities Act of It';)fi is amended by 
adding at the pnd thE>n'of the following new title 

"TITLE III-I!'tTER!'tATIO:-;AL TERRORIS~1 

"PART 1-,PROHIBITION' ON' SCPPORT SERVICES FOR FOREIGN GOVERN!'.fENTS ENGAGING 
IN OR SPONSORING I:!'."'TERNATlONAL TERRORISM 

"FINDINGS AND Pt:RPOSES 

"Sy.;e. WIl. tal The Congress finds that-
H( 11 international terrorism is characterized by. among other things-

",AI the use or threat of violent acts to intimidate and coerce in furthN
ance of political ends; and 

"IBI the regular employment of methods recognized as offenses against 
the law of nations or otherwise condemned by the international communi.
ty, such as hostage-taking, aircraft piracy and sabotage, assassination. and 
indiscriminate bombings and shootings; 

"(21 all acts of international terrorism are to be condemned; 
"(~il international terrorism often endangers "Cnited States national security, 

gravely affects United States foreign policy, and endangers the lives and proper
ty of United States private entities; and 

"(41 United States nationals and others subject to Pnited States jurisdiction 
should be prevented from placing their abilities and expertise at the disposal of 
foreign governments which engage in or sponsor international terrorism to the 
detriment of the United States interests enumerated in paragraph !al. 

"(b) The purpose of this part is to establish legal controls over the furnishing of 
specified services by United States nationals and othe~ subject to United States ju
risdiction which may materially assist foreign governments in the practice or spon
sorship of i:1tt'rnational terrorism. 

"DESIGNATION OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS ENGAGING IN OR SPONSORING 
INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM 

"SEC'. 802. tal Whenever the Secretary of Stat£:, finds that a pattern of acts or 
likely a('ts of intt'rnational terrorism which are perpetratt'd or sponsored by a for
eign government ad\'ersely affects United States national security. United States 
foreign policy. or the physical security of the person or property of a United Sta.tes 
privatt' entity. the Secretary shall issue a determination 'vith respect to that forelgn 
government. If the Secretary of Statl" finds that the basis for any determination 
issued under this subsection has changed so us to warrant revocation of such deter
mination. or that the national security or foreign policy of the United States so war
rant, the SecretarY may revoke such determination. Any dett'rmination issued 
under this subsection shall cease to be E.'ffective one year after the date of its publi
cation in th€' Federal Register unless renewed at or before that time by the Secre
tarY of State. Any determination, or the renewal or revocation thereof. issued under 
this sub.st"Ction shall be published in the Federal Register. together with a statement 
of tht.> reasons for it, and shall become effective immediately upon publication. Any 
rt'vocation or lapsing of a determination under this subs~tion shall not .affect any 
m'tion or proceeding based on any conduct committed pnor to the effectIve date of 
Buell r(>vo("ution or lapsing. 

"\b! Before issuing any detE'rminatioll under subsection (a), the Secretary of State 
shall consult with the St'cretarv of Defense. the Director of Central Intelligence, the 
Attorney G(.>neral, and such other individuals or entities as the Secretary of State 
dl't'mB nppropriatt'. . . .. .' 

"~l'X 11 In ord('l' ttl faclhtatt.· consultatlon \",lth the Congr~ss concerllln~ deternuna-
tiun::; under subst'ction tal. the St'crt'tary of State shall n?tlfy ~he Commltte~ on For
eign Affairs ~)f the H~)uSl' of Repre~ent~tlVefj and the (Ot;lml~te~ on. Foreign . Rel~~ 
th>nB of tht' St.tUltt> pnor to pubhcation 111 tht' .FE'd.eral Registel .of an~ such dete~ml 
nation, or tht' I't'vl.wation of any such d('~erl~unatlOn. Such potlce shall be prOVIded 
at leust :;tl days in ndvnnce of such pubhcatlQn unless the Secret~ry of ~tate deter
mUli:'~ that tfnitt'd Statt>$ national security. lTnited States foreIgn polIcy. or the 
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physical security of the person or property of a United States private entity, re-
quires more immediate publication. . . . 

"(2) At least 20 days prior to the renewal of a determmatlOn under s,;!bsectlOn (a) 
or to the lapsing of such determination, the Secretary o~ State shall notIfy t~e Com
mittee on Foreign Affairs of the Ho.us~ of R:epresentabv~s and the Committee on 
Foreign Relations of the Senate of hIs mtentlOns concernmg renewal of that deter-
mination. . 'n . C' 

"(3) Each notification pursuant to this subsection s~all ~nclude the J~stI IcatlOn lor 
making the determination, for .renewing the ~ete~mmatIon, for allowmg the d.eter
mination to lapse, or for revokmg the determmatlOn, as the ca?e ~ay be. NotIfi~a
tion with respect to a determination or the renewal of a ~eternlll:atlOn shall.speclfi
cally include a description of the acts or likely acts of mternatlOnal terrOl'lsm en
gaged in or sponsored by the foreign government, and the adverse effect of tl~ose 
acts on United States national security, United States foreign policy, or the physical 
security of the person or property vi a United States private entity. 

"(d) Not later than January 30 of each y}~ar, the Secretary of State and the Attor-
ney General shall jointly submit to the Congress a report-. . . 

"(1) listing all foreign governments with respec~ to which a determmatlOn 
under subsection ta) was in effect during the precedmg calendar year; 

"(2) describing the charges set forth in any indictment under section 303 
which was filed during the preceding calendar year; and. 

"(3) a description of other actions taken by the Ul1lted Sta~es Government 
during the preceding calendar year with respect to each foreign government 
listed pursuant to paragraph (1). 

"PROHIBITION ON PROvmING CERTAIN SERVICES TO DESIGNATED FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 
ENGAGING IN OR SPONSORING INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM 

"SEC. 303. (a) Except as provided in subsection (c), it shall be unlawful f~r any 
United States person to willfully perform or attempt to perform anywhere m the 
world any of the following acts: .... 

"(1) Serving with the armed forces or the mtellIgence age,ncles of a foreign 
government named in a determination in effect u~der s~bsectIon 30~(a). 

"(2) Providing training to the armed forces or mtellIgence agen?leS of a for
eign government named in a deter~ination in effect under subectlOn 302(a), or 
to any agent of such forces or agencIes.. . ' 

"(3) Providing any logistical, mechanical, mamten~mce, or techl1lcal servlc.e to 
the armed forces or intelligence agencies of a foreIgn government named m a 
determination in effect under subsection 302(a), or to any agent of such forces 
or agencies. . .. d 'b d . 

"(4) Recruiting or soliciting any person to engage m any actIVIty escn e m 
paragraphs (1) through (3). . .. 

"(b) Except as provided in subsection (c), it shall be u~l~wful for any mdlvldual 
or entity within the boundaries of the United States to willfully perform or attempt 
to perform any of the following acts: .. . . 

"(1) Providing training to the armed forces or 111telhgence agenpes of a foreIgn 
government named in a determination in effect under subsectlOn 302(a), or to 
any agent of such forces or agencies. . . 

"(2) Providing any logistical, mechanical, mainten~nce, or techl1lcal servlc~ to 
the armed forces or intelligence agencies of a foreIgn government named 111 a 
determination in effect under subsection 302{a), or to any agent of such forces 
or agencies. . . . . d' 

1/(3) Recruiting or soliciting any person to engage 111 any actIVity descrIbe 111 
paragraphs (1) or (2). . . . . 

"(c) This section does not apply with respect to the provlslOn. of medical se~v~ces. or 
medical training for humanitarian purposes, or the recrmtment or solIcltatlOn 
fuMOO~ , 

"(d) Whoever violates this section shall be fined not m~re than POO,OOO or .five 
times the total compensation received for the conduct WhICh constItutes the vlOla
tion, whichever is greater, or imprisoned for not more than ten years, or both, for 
each such offense. . 

"(e) For the purposes of this section, any finding of fact made in. any determl~a-
tion or renewal issued pursuant to section 302(a) shall.be ~onclUSlve. No questlOn 
concerning the validity of the issuance of such determ111atlOn or renewal may be 
raised by a defendant as a defense in or as an objectiot; to any criminal ~rial ?r 
hearing if such determination or renewal was published 111 the Federal RegIster 111 
accordance with section 302(a). 
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"(f) An affirmative defense shall exist with respect to any act committed outside 
of the United States within thirty days after the effective date of the relevant deter
mination if the act was performed pursuant to a contract or other agreement which 
was entered into prior to the effective date of the determination, 

"(g)(1) Whoever has been convicted of a violation of this section, in addition to any 
other penalty prescribed by this section, shall forfeit to the United States-

"(A) any property constituting, or derived from, any proceeds he obtained, di
rectly or indirectly, as a result of such violation; and 

"(E) any of his property used, or intended to be used, to commit, or to facili
tate the commission of, such violation, 

"(2) The procedures in any criminal forfeiture under this subsection, and the 
duties and authority of the courts of the United States and the Attorney General 
with respect to any criminal forfeiture action under this subsection or with respect 
to any property that may be subject to forfeiture under this subsection, shall be gov
erned by section 1963 of title 18, United States Code, 

"(h) Notwithstanding section 3238 of title 18, United States Code, the trial of any 
offense under this section which is committed out of the jurisdiction of any particu
lar Sta~e or judicial district of the United States may be in any judicial district of 
the Umted States, Nothing in this subsection restricts any right of a defendant 
under any rule in effect under section 3771 of title 18, United States Code. 

"DEFINITIONS 

"SEC, 304, For the purposes of this part and part 2 of this title-
",(I) the term 'armed forces' includes any regular, irregular, paramilitary, or 

polIce force; 
"(2) the term 'foreign government' means the government of a foreign coun

try, irrespective of recognition by the United States' 
"(3) the term 'intelligence agency' means any entity which engages in the col

l~c~i~:m, analysis, o,r diss~mination of information concerning the activities, capa
bIl~tIes, plans, or mtentIOn of governments, organizations, or persons, in whole 
or m part by covert means; 

"(4) the term 'international terrorism' means activities that-
. "(A) involv~ v,iolent acts or acts dangerous to human life that are a viola

tion of ~he: cnm~nal ~aws. of the United States or of any State, or that would 
be a cnmmal vIOlatIOn If committed within the jurisdiction of the United 
States or of any State' 

"(E) appear to be intended-
::(~~ to ir:timidate or coerce a civilian population; 

, (11) to mfluence the policy of a government by intimidation or coer
CIOn; or 

"(~ii) to affect the conduct of a government by assassination or kid
napmg; and 

:'(C), Occur totally outside the United States, or transcend national bound
anes m terrr:s of the means by w~ic~ t~ey are accomplished, the persons 
they appear mtended to coerce or mtImldate, or the locale in which their 
perpetrators operate or seek asylum' 

"(?) the term 'national of the United' States' has the meaning given to it in 
se9:-IOn 101(a)(22) of the Immig~ation a?-d Nationalit~ Act (8 U,S.C, 1101(a)(22»; 

(6) the ter~ permanent reSIdent allen of the Umted States' means an alien 
law~ully admItted for permanent residence in the United States as defined in 
se9,tIOn 101(a)(2~) of the,Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(20»; 

(7) ~?e term .sponsor means t~at a foreign government deliberately-
~A) fl!-rmshs 8:rm~, explOSIves, or lethal substances to any individual or 

entity ,WIth th~ lIkelIhood, that they will be used in the commission of any 
act of mternatlOnal terronsm' 

"(E) pla~s, direc~, provide~. training for, or assists in the commission of 
any act of mternatIOnal terronsm' 
. "(C) p~ovides direct financial ~upport for the commission of any act of 
mternatIOnal terrorism; or 

. "(D) provides diplomatic facilities with intent to aid or abet the commis-
SIOn of any act of international terrorism' . 

"(8~ the term 'State' means any St~te of th~ United States, the District of Co
lum~la, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Commonwealth of the Northern 
M~nana Islands, ,an~ any territ?ry or possession of the United States; 

(9) the term Umted States, when used in a geographic sense means all 
areas under the territorial sovereignty of the United States' ' , 
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U(10) the term 'United States business entity' means any sole proprietorship, 
partnership, company, association, or corporation orgar:ized under the laws of, 
or having its principal place of business within, theymted States ?r any State; 

U(l1) the term 'United States person' means a natIOnal of;the Umted Sta~es, a 
permanent resident alien of the United States, or a Umted States busmess 
entity; and 

"(12) the term 'United States private entity' means
"eA) an individual who is-

"(i) a national of the United States; or 
U(ii) a permanent resident alien of the United State!;; 

U(B) an employee or contractor of the United States Government, regard
less of nationality, who is the victim or intended victim of an act of terror-
ism by virtue of that employment; . . . 

"(C) a sole proprietorship, partnershIp, compan~, or aSS?CIatIOn comp~sed 
in whole or in part of nationals or permanent reSIdent alIens of the Umted 
State; or . 

"(D) a corporation organized under the laws of the Umted States or any 
State, and any foreign subsidiary of such corporation. 

"PART 2-SANCTIONS AGAINST DESIGNATED FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS ENGAGING IN OR 
SPONSORING INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM 

"SEC. 311, (a) If a determination is in effect with respect to a foreign government 
under section 302 of this Act, then-

"(1) assistance may not be provided to that government under part II of the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961; , . 

"(2) credits may not be extended, guaranties may not be Issued, and sales may 
not be made for that government under the Arms Export Control Act; . 

"(3) licenses may not be issued and approvals may not be granted wlth re
spect to that government under section 38 of the Arms Export Control Act; a?-d 

"(4) goods and technology subject to export controls under the Export Admm
istration Act of 1979 may not be exported-

H(A) to that government's armed forces or intelligence agencies, or . 
H(B) to any other recipient i~ t~e country g?ver?-ed by that ~oyernment If 

such exports would make a sIgmficant contrIbutIOn to the mIlItary poten
tial of that government (including its military log~stical capability) or 'Yould 
enhance the ability of the government to engage m or sponsor acts of mter-
national terrorism. . 

"(b) Subsection (a) of this section supplements, and does not supplant, other prOVI
sions of law. 

"PART 3-REWARD FOR INFORMATION ON INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM 

"SEC. 321. (a) The Secretary of State may pay a reward to any individual who fur-
nishes information- . 

"(1) leading to the arrest or convicti?n, in any c.ountry, .of any ind,ivldual for 
the commission of an act of internatIOnal terrorlsm agamst a Umted States 
person or United States property; or:. . . .. 

H(2) leading to the arrest or conVICtIOn, m a?y coun~ry, of any ~ndlVIdu~l for 
conspiring or attempting to commit an act of mternatlOnal terrOrIsm agamst a 
United States person or United States property; or . 

"(3) leading to the prevention, frustration, or favorable reso.lutIOn of an act of 
international terrorism against a United States person or Umted States proper-

,,(~rA reward of $100,000 or more may not be made without the approval of the 
President or his designee. .. . ., 

U(c) Before making a reward under thIS sectIOn m a matter. over WhICh there. IS 
Federal criminal jurisdiction, the Secretary of State shall adVIse and consult WIth 
the Attorney General. .. . 

H(d) Any reward granted under thIS sect~on s~all be certI~e<,l by the Secretary of 
State. If the Secretary determines that the Identity of the reclplent of a reward or of 
the members of the recipient's immediate family must be protected, the Secretary 
may take such measures in connection with the payment of the reward as he deems 
necessary to effect such protection. 

"(e) An officer or employee of any governmental entity ~ho, while .in the perform
ance of his official duties, furnishes information described m subsectIOn (a) shall not 
be eligible for a reward under this section. 
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"(9 Th~re are authorized to be appropriated for use in paying rewards under this 
~ectIOn $b,OOO,OOO for the fiscal year 1985. Funds to pav rewards under this section 
t~r s.~~seque~t fil?cal years shall be authorized to be appropriated in the annual au
th ?nZ1~&" leglslatIOn fo~ the Department of State. Amount appropriated to carry out 

IS sec IOn are authorlZed to remain available until expended 
"(g) As used in this section- ' . 

'd"(ltlhthUe t~rm 'act of international terrorism' means an activity occurring out
S1 e e mted States that-

. "(A~ involves a :vi~lent act or an act dangerous to human life that is a 
vIOlatIOn of th~ c.rImm~l la:vs of the United States or of any State, or that 
wUo';!lddbSe a cnmmal vIOlatIOn if committed within the jurisdiction of the 

mte tates or of any State' and 
"B ' ( ) appears to be intended-

::(~? to iz:.timidate or coerce a civilian population; 
cio~~1~;0 mfluence the policy of a government by intimidation or coer-

n~~1~i. to affect the conduct of a government by assassination or kid

St "~2) the tsr~ 'goverr:n:ent ent~ty' includes the government of the United 
a es, an~ ~ate or p?l~tIcal subdIVision thereof, any foreign countr dr, 

st~,~~,) lh~v~ncIaI"S~~n~c:pal' or other political subdivision of a forei~ ~~unt:~. 
Columbia th:mCom~~n~~~u~e~t;y S;at;{. of thhe Ucnited States, the District of 
eM' ' I 1 d . uer 0 ICO, t e ommonweaJth of the North 
r~(4) ~han: s W;Us,.anddsany p~sfJession or territory of the United States' -

e erm mte tates when used in a geogr h' I .' 1 d 
p~~(~t)OthRiCtO an~Uall.territories and possessions of the Uni~~d IS~at!~~se, mc u es 

e erm mted States person' means- ' 
I "(~) a ~ational of t~e U~ited States as defmed in section 101(a)(22) of the 
n:;~l1lgratIOn. and NatIOnalIty Act (8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(22))' 

(B) an allen lawfully admitted for permanent re~idence' h U . 
States as defined in section 101(a)(20) of the 1m' t' 1dn Nt e. m~ed 
Act (S U.S.C. 1101(a)(20»' . mlgra ton an atIOnahty 

"c ' gar~l~s~n:r ~r;:B~~~~t;\~~~t~a~~r o.f t~he Un.ited State~ ~overnment, re-
in~~rnational terrorism' by virtue o~ ~h~t~mol mten~~d VIctIm of an act of 

(DJ a sole prop . t h' . P oymen , 
principally of nat[~~a1~S IP, P?rtnersh1p, ~ompan~l or association composed 
and or permanent resIdent ahens of the United States; 

St~~~: ~1~0~Pf~~:1~ns~b~fd.ized ~ndeh the laws .of the United States or any 
"(6) the term 'u 't d St Iary 0 suc corporatIOn; and 

located outside thenh~ited a~es property' means any real or personal property 
rests in a United St t .tates, the actual or beneficial ownership of which 

a es pelson or any Federal or State governmental entity. 

"PART 4-INCREASING INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION To COMBAT INTERNATTONAL 
TERRORISM 

"SEC. 331. The President is urged t d' t th S 
tional agreements to assure more e 0 :rec e e~ret~ry of State to seek interna-
terrorism. High priority in the neg~ffc~.ve cOfPer~tIOn III combatting international 
the establishment of a ermanen' Iii 10~ 0 suc 1 ~greements should be given to 
international terrOrismPby- t lllternatIOnal worklllg group which would combat 

::g» ~romloti~lg international cooperation among countries 
. eve opmg new methods proced d d ' tional terrorism, and ' ures, an stan ards to combat interna-

"(3) negotiating agreements for e . h f . . . 
for technical assistance xc anges 0 lllformabon and mtelligence and 

This working group should' have sub 0 . 
enforcement and crisis management. gr ups on appropl'late matters, including law 

"P 5 R ART - EPORTS ON UNITED STATES EFFORTS '1'0 COMBAT INTERNATIONAL 
TERRORISM 

"Sec. 341. Not later than April 1 d 0 b 
s~bmit t~ the Congress a re ort an. cto er 1 of. each year? the President shall 
tlVe 138, Issued April 3, 19S1 on the mlplementatIOn of NatIOnal Security Direc-

" 
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"PART 6-STATE DEPARTMENT SECURITY MEASURES 

"SEC. 351. Given the ever increasing threat of international terrorism directed at 
United States missions and diplomatic personnel abroad, the Congress is concerned 
that there is a need for the Department of State to revise its approach to providing 
security against international terrorism. Therefore, the Secretary of State shall 
report to the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate and the Committee on 
Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives by September 30, 1984, on the De
partment's current management practices with respect to security and antiterror
ism. This report shall also include proposals to improve the Department's ability to 
anticipate and respond in a timely and comprehensive fashion to terrorist threats, 
giving special attention to funding, threat assessment, the management, training, 
and recruitment of personnnel, coordination among the various offices and bureaus 
of the Department, the role of the chief of mission, the Department's management 
of buildings abroad, the relationship between United States missions abroad and 
local authorities, and the relationship between security and political issues." 

[Draft Bill] 

AUTHORI'I'Y TO CONTROL PROVISION OF CERTAIN SERVICES 

SEC. . The State Department Basic Authorities Act is amended by adding there
to the following new section to follow section 

"SEC. . PROVISION OF CERTAIN SERVICES.-
"(a) In addition to the authorities granted in other provisions of law, the Presi

dent is authorized to control by regulation the following acts, in the circumstances 
described in subsection (b) of this section, when he determines that the threat posed 
by acts or likely acts of international terrorism to United States persons or property 
or to the national security or foreign policy interests of the United States, warrant 
such controls-

"(1) serving in or with the security forces of any foreign government; 
"(2) providing any training, logistical, mechanical, maintenance, or technical 

services, of types specified by regulation, to or for the security forces of any for
eign government; and 

"(3) recruiting or soliciting others to provide the services described in subsec-
tions (a)(1) or (a)(2) of this section. 

The President is authorized to require licenses for this purpose, which may be re
voked, suspended or amended, without prior notice, whenever such action is deemed 
to be advisable. Whenever the President issues regulations pursuant to this subsec
tion, he shall indicate the specific categories and types of services which will require 
licenses. 

"(b) The provisions of subsection (a) of this section shall apply-
"(1) in the case of a United States person, to such services provided anywhere 

in the world; and 
"(2) in the case of any other individual or entity, to such services provided 

within the United States (including any area under its territorial sovereignty). 
"(c) As used in this section-

"(1) the term 'security forces' means any military or paramilitary forces, any 
police or other law enforcement agency, and any intelligence agency of a for
eign government; and 

"(2) the term 'United States person' means any United States national or per
manent resident alien, or any sole proprietorship, partnership, company, asso
ciation or corporation organized under the laws of or having its principal place 
of business within the United States, any State, the District of Columbia, 
Puerto Rico, the Northern Mariana Islands, or any territory or possession of the 
United States. 

"(d) Whoever willfully violates any provision of this section, or any rule or regula
tion issued thereunder, shall be fined not more than $100,000 or five times the total 
compensation received for the conduct which constitutes the violation, whichever is 
greater, or imprisonl?d for not more than ten years, or both, for each such offense. 

"(e)(l) Not less than 80 days prior to issuing any regulations under this section 
(including any amendments thereto), the President shall transmit the proposed reg
ulations to the Congress. 

"(2) Not less than once every 180 days, the President shall report to the Congress 
concerning the number and character of licenses granted and denied during the pre
violls reporting period, and such other information as he may find to be relevant to 
the accomplishment of the objectives of this section." 
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